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ABSTRACT

reconsidering solidarity MORMON VILLAGE

todd L goodsell

department sociology

master science

what became classic rural community study lowry nelson concluded

first mormon village series 1920s mormon village characterized

extraordinary sense solidarity claimed strong solidarity primarily

explained four factors social group leadership conflict cooperation

ideology resurveying mormon village 1950 concluded solidarity

declined however few problems become apparent present researcher

looking back upon nelsonsbelsonsNelsons findings them nelson never clear

definition solidarity begin another research focus shifted between

first second mormon village series primarily using ethnographic methods

present research project attempts derive new definition evaluation

solidarity within monmormonmonnonnon village evidence produced study suggests

solidarity best seen uniformity nor coordinated action affective

attachment common purpose original factors promoting solidarity still

iv
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relevant different ways seventy five years ago addition

mormon villagers found means promote solidarity local context

these include particular applications gossip service heritage collective

identity
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CHAPTER 1 introduction COMMUNITY STUDIES

sociologists producing community studies three quarters

century studies places middletown crestwoodestwoodprestwoodCr heights Southernsoutherntownsouthemtowntown old

city chestnut valley greenwich village rimrock yankee city given us

depth look ecology human interaction close regular proximity stein

19723 observed

community studies cannot provide information men events
national scene influence historical processes decisively do
describe effects these processes everyday lives ordinary men
women fill historical record giving intimate meanings
large scale changes limited segment population

although community studies named merit themselves insight

give us american life twentieth century reviewing them gives reader

sense alienation larger project sociologists generally performed studies

community atomistic manner rare specifically extend work

earlier community study explicitly use theoretical framework seeking

link particular study others resulted plethora understandings what

community how functions lives individual people yet

researchers theoretical orientation analysis community mostly

form modernization theory what stein 19725 breaks down

urbanization industrialization bureaucratization building upon grand

narrative modernity these researchers chronicle transition good bad

human society agricultural rural local kinship based structure featuring
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urban industrial rational extra locallinkageslocal linkages contemporary

developed world

say community sociologists ignored continuing role

irrational local kinship structures community life these often seen

relics earlier time anomalies themselves need explained generally

narrative given community dissolution workings modernity act

against community typically defined irrational element characterized

earlier periods human history

community dissolution hypothesis generates irony yet fully

explored line community studies chronologically

period time studied chart narrative community found collectively within

them story readthatread first community then collapsed

collapsed collapsed occasionally do find story

community building certain times group human beings collectively defines

reality greater themselves take whatever action necessary make reality

effective within lives odd focusoffocus theory research should

much fall community does seem farfetchedfar fetched suggest

every fall community must rise preceded practical

sense seem understanding mechanics rise community

great utility seeking attain improve communities social life generally

preceding discussion presupposes cyclical nature community

necessarily either rising orfallingfalling necessity experiencing

2
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yet unproven sociological literature hand

possibility community maintenance

why should general omission temporal development

empirical research resulting dependence modernization theory may

difficulty community studies frequently involve multiple

methodologies extended periods fieldwork possible simultaneous

emphasis theory development too much ask another possibility

conubonucommunitynunityeunity researchers seen studies exploratory attempts understand what

well understood least well represented discipline finally

possible earlier community sociologists reflected discipline did see

ethnographic work leading systematic theorizing itself

community researcher 1990s fortunate less limited these

concerns sociologists earlier century number community studies

left baseline data used starting point later theories middletown 111IIIililii

significant example replication longitudinal perspectives research

sensitivity need explicit theoretical development community change

lack thereof seem likely now ever before history discipline

purpose thesis followupfollow classic community study

mormon village lowry nelson early rural sociologist conducted two programs

research mormon village 1920s 1950

conclusions how solidarity develops time give us increased understanding

how communities develop maintain solidarity present study builds

nelsonsbelsonsNelsons work merely replication I1 consider community mormon

3
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village light developments community theory twentyfivetwenty five years

reevaluate current status mormon village community through perspectives

those live within

4
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CHAPTER 2 COMMUNITY THEORY

sociology based upon theories explanations social world

theories outline relative significance interrelationships between various concepts

each concept requires careful definition both strength theory

readers understand phenomenon being studied thesis I1 discuss definitions

solidarity identity theories research method

community maintenance I1 recognize however definition theory each require

closely times difference between them becomes obscure

purpose chapter present theories method community specific

definitions presented necessary

THEORY

craig calhoun recently criticized theorists claim objective distance

object theory even act theorizing itself

great deal even very good social theory produced presented though
written umpires chair failure take seriously both own
historical conditions production implications practical action

annoy those call critical theory contribute frequent
disappointments traditional mainstream positivist theorists expect
kind straightforward cumulation social science knowledge calhoun
199511

later elaborates what means taking seriously historical conditions

theoretical production urging sociologists recognize historical embeddednessembedded ness

theory approaching past theories just exemplars partial successes sources

decontextualized insights works bounded based different histories

our own calhoun 199536

5
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sense Calcaicalhounhouns challenge problematic performing partial

replication I1 am social scientific replication vital ascertain

greatest degree possible theories paradigms assumptions original

researcher allow them work replicative project well suggest

dependent variable changed latter study period researcher

fact altered combination composition independent variables might

disqualify project being replication

however social scientific work true replication never possible

researcher cannot assume adequate merely perform same operations

done earlier naively believing functionally equivalent social

survey example terms like liberal government welfare even satisfied

carry significantly different meanings presented different people different

time different cultural milieu may able avoid problem

calhoun recommends confront historical context research directly

recognizing part research project

calhoun 1995101995 10 asserts theorizing never altogether neutral

reason theory implications practical action study

community may recognize do many subfields sociology I1

suggested my informants scholars do normally study community order

find ways destroy fact term community itself neutral almost

examples practical usage community carries positive connotations mind

articulator moreover mormonism neutral topic best researcher

do recognize lack neutrality devise methods managing

6
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another premise present theorizing how I1 perceive research subjects

those individuals live within under influence mormon village

each day recreate redefine what mormon village matter I1

borrow ideas alfred schutz first actor social sphere makes

certain assumptions human beings inhabit sphere measure

wit schutz 1970163 details assumption

simply bom world others long stick natural
attitude doubt intelligent fellow men do exist radical
solipsists behavioristsbehaviorisms demand proof fact does turn
existence intelligent fellow men soft datum incapable verification
russell natural attitude even those thinkers do doubt soft

datum otherwise meet others congresses where
reciprocally proved intelligence questionable fact

I1 likewise take existence intelligent others given intelligent beings

these others capable reflecting upon own lives articulating those

reflections investigator 1I turn accept those articulated reflections valid

descriptors social life

schutz described further detail social life human beings

perspective I1 call bounded agency

world my daily life means my private world outset
intersubjective shared my fellow men experienced interpreted
others brief world common us unique biographical

situation I1 find myself within world moment my existence
very small extent my own making schutz 1970163

lives social world free being acts proceed
spontaneous activity once action transpired once done

become act longer free closed determinate
character nevertheless free time action took place
question concerning intended meaning refers does max webers case

point time before completion act answer must
actor always acts freely schutz 1970146

7
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research subjects whom I1 assume intelligent assumption possess

bounded agency great bulk social environment handed them

predecessors contemporaries latitude choice within

environment consequently limited however limited latitude choice remains

theirs given instance subjects choose act act act

whether act way another act free chosen

different power social choice evidenced capacity intelligent agents

either collectively individually modify social environment attain desired

end

final assertion my theorizing research project derives

statement ericksen 192246 challenges conscious rational deliberate

interpretation early mormon history noting men do real life first think

then act act think same time mormon villagers still acting

still thinking meaning social action how fit each new challenge

posed social environment follows foolish think

scholarly work definitive social interpretation mormon village

meaning derived process continues derived even publication

scholarly work

COMMUNITY

40 years ago hiller 1955 cataloged 98 different definitions

community several proposed recent decades many notions

community easy become bogged down sorting through them

8
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inasmuch present research qualifies community study ought clear

what meant community related concepts however avoid detracting

primary purpose research I1 give cursory attention total

range ideas community focus mainly those perspectives

community apply directly work

cohen 1985 approaches community symbol symbol meaning

become quite element dispute explains

symbol function quite effectively means communication
without meaning being rigorously tested courting couple may exchange
expression sentiment

1I love you

1Ilovehovenoveiove youyour

without feeling need engage lengthy complicated disquisition
meaning word love yet course word masks

extremely complex idea complex our two lovers attempt
explain meanings precisely might well find themselves engaged
fierce argument italics original cohen 198521

sometimes seek precise definition symbols suffused great range

meaning border ridiculous yet I1 shall attempt define community

recognizing many good definitions purpose here merely

pragmatic task choosing facilitates study hand

kesten 199324 aptly identifies problem section entitled few

words words writes

rather speeding ideas down highways thought good words should
force them slow lane socialism communism words look

like communism community communitarian etc create special kind
confusion arises varying changing ways people
interpreted these terms past even today tihey mean whatever
someone chooses them mean italics original

9
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cohen 198515 discusses how significance symbolism alters our discussion

terms like community

categories justice goodness patriotism duty love peace almost
impossible spell precision attempt do invariably generates
argument sometimes worse range meanings glossed

comicommonlynonly accepted symbol precisely allows adherents attach
own meanings share symbol do necessarily share

meanings community just boundary expressing symbol reality
efficacy communitys boundary therefore community

itself depends upon symbolic construction embellishment
quintessential referent community members make believe
make similar sense things either generally respect specific
significant interests further think sense may differ

made elsewhere reality community peoples experience thus
inheres attachment commitment common body symbols

must again emphasized sharing symbol necessarily same
sharing meaning italics original

cohen likely suggest then ask respondents given locality define

community result many definitions having common set

symbols terms community ephraim neighbor indeed

happened present research residents ofephraimephraim did share single

definition community

devereux 1993 building work cohen suggested

community symbol manipulated changed altered quite

deliberately whatever purposes present themselves

communities do exist per se ideas arenas negotiated
constructed contested italics original devereux 199375

use community may fact strategic many these
community groups made very small proportion population
locality respects therefore term community appropriated

groups irrespective whether support interest wider
population devereux 199374

10
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devereuxs statements direct attention researcher toward uses term

44 community44community whatforumwhat jorumforum used what end included discussion

short focuses research processes community constructed

actors themselves

schutz 197084 offered concept overlapping community possibility

even overlap large enough encompass person simmel

shown each individual stands intersection several social circles

number greater differentiated individuals personality

necessarily pathological scenario fact potential bridge several

communities may become quite asset preventing repairing social divisions

inasmuch my work follows earlier work done lowry nelson

important understand conception community reviewing earlier work

meaning rural community nelson 1955 found isolated farmstead

common pattern american settlement seems follow best instance

community village trading center those isolated farms patronize

nelson 1955 quickly finds several exceptions rule first critical

present study definition community entirely irrelevant farm village

settlement pattern ephraim utah prime example second definition

does always make community clear boundaries rural commercial service

area may vary good service rendered third community

relevant element social landscape local groupings called rural

neighborhoods necessary maintain schools social control mutual aid

fourth locality grouping clearly insufficient explain social behavior social

I111I1
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cohesion often modified school church number institutions

clarify these moderating factors nelson 1955798019557980 cites study rural life brazil

general brazil united states neighborhood made
small number families live adjacent farms whose members frequently
come face face contact another established
system mutual aid amongst themselves brazilian neighborhoods owe
integration wide variety causes visiting mutual aid among
families live near another pooling efforts order secure
maintain chapel school mutual dependence upon landed proprietor
sugar mill cotton gin grist mill cooperative marketing association
creamery cheese factory railroad station economic agency

grouping together close proximity farm families intimately
knit together ties kinship national origins language religion

fact few families thrown close constant contact
among themselves isolated larger world establishing
residences small mountain valley cove fertile watered area midst

barren region small island even large fazenda plantation

thus spatial relationships found significant significant

nongeographical elements community tradition cooperation economy

familial relations educational religious institutions national origins language

participation lack thereof larger society necessary elements defining

community finally spite rather static definition community

started nelson 1955 cites evidence show community neither constant across

ethnic groups nor unchanging time taking these account seeking

definition community see community simple

nelson seems worked least two main conceptions community

first defined structuring elements dimensions solve problems

must solved within local area nelson et al 196024

simply system structure interrelated parts nelson et al 19602

12
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essentially broader version definition originally proposed study ofescalanteescalante

term community used here definition agricultural village
assumed unnecessary explain define term since

many definitions sociological literature suffice say village
utah seems satisfy requirements definition community given
cooley characterized intimate face face association
homogeneous population inhabiting definite geographic area nelson 19254

definition nelson uses standard consider rural

communities

however before end first mormon village series nelson identified

another key element cases village associated communism compact

social solidarity nelson 193013 seems village especially mormon

village special type community distinguished communities

notion solidarity

nelson does give clear definition what meant solidarity

however did identify certain elements associated these social processes

cementing members mormon group each nelson 193027 namely

strong leadership prestige usually charismatic leaders garnergamer much respect

ideals common vision sense purpose conflict mormon experience

typically characterized religious persecution cooperation nelson 193029

nelson 193027 defines final term surrendering individual wills

good group found cooperation necessary survival among early

utah settlers given lack capital exigencies natural environment

mormon village experience solidarity grows these experiences

important remember four social processes inputs nelsonsbelsonsNelsons model

solidarity output

13
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nelson defines describes solidarity strong intensity group feeling

nelson 193021 intense loyalty group nelson 193025 further

elaborated followupfollow study two decades later throughout history appears

village associated communism strong social solidarity based

upon kinship nelson 195230 statement does provide tight definition

social solidarity does add interpretive phrase based upon kinship

thus nelsonsbelsonsNelsons view solidarity aspect community reaches beyond mere

structural relationships nature similar kinship nelson 195240

states mormon groups characterized intense social solidarity

worthwhile consider ideas regarding solidarity communities

review literature reveals notions solidarity almost diverse those

community few recent examples serve illustrate point zsembik

beeghley 1996 define solidarity commitment collective action behalf

group hechter 1987 calls contribution private resources collective ends

others consider solidarity community wide social organization patterns

institutions tend unite inclusive total community moxley

proctor 1995313 mutual support little asymmetry exploitation individualism

pessar 1995389 affective ties contrast affective neutrality found

market bureaucratic structures parsons 1973157

should clear point researchers choice definition very

strong effect methods indicated results likely find while

definitions solidarity seem point something contrary individualism

emphasize exchange relationship stress organizational patterns direct

14
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attention general wellbeingwell being relate action others feeling althoughtn

nelson did leave specific definition solidarity true original work I1

need propose definition solidarity congruent comments

made may produced interplay prestigious leadership group

vision ideal conflict common adversary cooperation among

members group resembles kinship exist varying degrees thus

making intense valid descriptor

I1 suggest relevant definition solidarity works ofbleaorbleablea collins

kanter bauman each these four authors investigated community

solidarity way aid formulation definition solidarity

study none them explicitly attempted definition solidarity I1 extract

comments community those ideas seem relevant here seems

great many cases theorist describes community sense solidarity

inherent definition

blea 19884 defines community

unit social geographic organization emerge feelings
belonging through network kinship friends acquaintances share
common experience definition used full knowledge much
america longer lives manner chicanos do however references
community shall larger sense mexican american society
smaller scale reference extended residential areas people live
play die community people rest make homes earn incomes

rear children definition includes totality social interaction

another work blea 19956 elaborates

community physical social space psychological
space where people conditioned where leamlearn love discover

meaning family neighbors creative place emotional
boundaries exist mind

15
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definitions community stress either geography experience interaction blea

accepts these does stostopp community necessarilyI1 involves psychological

space meaning emotional boundaries involves quite significantly

identity blea 19952

collins 19902232241990223 224 approaches these issues perspective

african american woman

afrocentricAfrocentric models community stress connections caring personal
accountability communities potential sanctuaries where individual
black women men nurtured order confront oppressive social
institutions power perspective creative power used good
community whether community conceptualized ones family church
community next generation communitys children making
community stronger african american women become empowered
same community serve source support black women encounter
race gender class oppression

collins writing same tradition giddens 1979 stressing capacity

individual create society amenable individual african american

women collins model take upon themselves responsibility creating

cooperative environment serves strengthen members times personal stress

subjective result solidarity collins 199037 describes

oneness life unity results these common efforts vision

kanter 1972 666766 67 explains vital role commitment maintenance

even very definition community

sociological terms commitment means attachment self
requirements social relations seen self expressive commitment
links self interest social requirements person committed what
wants do through internal feeling same what do according

external demands great extent therefore commitment
important survival community part essence
community italics added

16
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I1 go even step farther kanter does I1 assert commitment

attachment self requirements social relations confounding

self those requirements committed community lose social

distinction between self community identity being bound

identity does mean psychopathic loss self impersonal

rather unity between self ridiculous

impossible analyze self isolation success self bound

success usage I1 accept representing person group

people common cause self made less association indeed

tie presupposes whole individual kanter 197265 whole individual

better appreciated social context

lee 197612 alleged several cultures sort

relationship between self healthy proper

society where realtedness stems premise open self though
self differentiated mutually exclusive self

contains participates part contained
within I1 do mean what usually goes under name
empathy I1 mean rather where concept self operative self
interest interest clearly distinguished what I1 do my
own good necessarily good my unit surround whether my
family my village my tribe my land even nature general entire
universe

I1 say help me my people may live self
continuous whether I1 enhance myself whether
I1 expose myself illness pollution whether I1 allow myself deteriorate
every case matter involving myself even matter
purely affecting others rather situation shared I1 am

extent
corollary view self respecting self

simultaneously respected societies where individual ideally
harmony society nature universe find self

tremendous value

17
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bauman 1992 134 places issue community contemporary context

declaring main object ofpostmodemitypostmodernitypostmodernity direction society moving

course century

thus postpostmodemitypostmodernitymodernity age contingencycontingencyftir furfumjum sich self conscious
contingency thinking person age community lust
community search community invention community imagining
community nightmare our contemporary writes manning nash

deracinated without papers stateless alone alienated adrift
world organized others words denied identity those
being others different ourselves always seem distance enviably
well settled integrated organized sure own identity italics

original

bauman then quotes nash describing how members group longed

community find identity others thought human trustworthy

community becomes refuge contrast hostile uncaring world

community model place turn identity belonging oneness

others even must imagined

say community imagined exists

irrelevant unattainable abstraction rather imagined permeates

collective imagination written maffesoli 196618 reaches lived

experiences members communities type do survive long without effort

effort usually driven affective commitment what imagined

community lacks stability institutionalized continuity compensates

overwhelming affective commitment self appointed members

bauman 1992 xix world instability superficiality individuals choose

create community works lives debate extent

these communities how long how far extend perhaps

18
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question best left empirical research bauman 1992 maffesoli 1996 seem

side greater transience while simpson 1996 places emphasis

extension community both time space boundaries conubonucommunitynunityeunity

time space imagination ripe topics inquiry

clue bauman 1992 gives help researcher determine those boundaries

issue responsibility doing alone already seen

collins 1990 observes significance personal accountability formation

maintenance african american communities storer 1976214 described weight

responsibility individual following manner good community

raised cost careful truth committed judgment purpose

part far able govern themselves findings

judgment having regard common good type responsibility does

decline increase pluralism contemporary society

pluralism authorities conducive resumption agents moral
responsibility tended neutralized rescinded ceded away long
agencies remained subordinated unified quasi monopolistic legislating
authority postpostmodernmodem context agents constantly faced

moral issues choice always means assumption responsibility
reason bears character moral act bauman 1992 203

seems extent ones community cannot truly reach farther ones

sense responsibility two may coterminous

section I1 observed several definitions community

rather handling them I1 chosen emphasize solidary aspect

community nelson found particularly characterizes mormon villages solidarity

another term several definitions meaning given must consonant

nelsonsbelsonsNelsons use places context prestigious leadership group ideals

19
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external opposition internal cooperation suggests similarity kinship relations

permits exist various degrees development definition

informed several authors particularly blea collins kanter bauman

raise issues identity meaning oneness affect commitment responsibility

discussion background I1 propose working definition solidarity

purposes research project solidarity defined subjective

affiliation held individual toward larger group positive feeling oneness

identity andpurposepurpose accompanied committed sense responsibility solidarity

taken element community primary object research

define community present I1 simply accept community symbol held

used humans social context typically holds desirable least

utilitarian relevance social organization

CHACHAPTERPTER SUMMARYUMAMR Y

chapter I1 presented underlying assumptions guide present

research project regarding theory generally researcher should frank

situatednesssituatedness both theorizing research I1 assume research subjects

bounded agents individuals free choose between distinct options within

certain limitations intelligent capable reflection upon own

experiences articulating them meaningfully researcher regarding

community I1 note great deal disagreement sociological literature

meaning community solidarity building upon foundation

proposed nelson reference theorizing individuals like blea collins

20
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kanter bauman I1 propose working definition solidarity positive feeling

oneness identity purpose accompanied committed sense responsibility I1

regard community symbol social organization used manipulated

individuals seems desirable utilitarian

21
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CHAPTER 3 MORMON VILLAGE MORMONISM

COMMUNITY STUDIES MORMON VILLAGE
rural community studies dating time first mormon village series

ie approximately turn century 1930 focused largely gathering

wide variety data rural life nelsonsbelsonsNelsons work first mormon village

series just collection tabulation descriptive statistics life

mormon village tradition came under criticism sorokin zimmerman around

1930 hitt 1980 asserted rural sociology ought move beyond mere

gathering quantitative data analysis patterns relationships theories

popularity position became strong these early american rural community

studies went style yet movement followupfollow them

systematically unfortunately recognized these studies including

nelsonsbelsonsNel sons do indeed theoretical relevance followupfollow studies

replications provide evidence contemporary sociologist derive

patterns relationships

charles galpin 1924 may first rural sociologist identify

villages mormon west exemplifying major exception mainstream american

rural community nelson met galpin former took leave administrative

post BYU attend seminar rural issues taught galpin visiting

scholar UCLA galpin encouraged nelson perform empirical work mormon

villages took advisory role subsequent series community studies nelson

1985

22
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nelson developed community studies theory partially agreement

galpinsgaldinsGalpins orientation partially along different line did galpin

understanding galpinsgaldinsGalpins positions these issues help us better understand nelsonsbelsonsNelsons

contributions autobiographical writing galpin 1985 explained how many

ideas developed relation own social environment appointment

university wisconsin doing both research agricultural extension allowed him

deal data convinced him centrality services trade rural social

organization galpin said setting developed practical theory

rural social extension namely show what others doing praise what

accomplished let imitation handle rest later while working

department agriculture washington DC galpin came believe researchers

located regional state institutions should experts states regions

located leaving analyses broad patterns interrelationships

development rural sociology general those affiliated national institutions

retrospect seems nelsonsbelsonsNelsons mormon village followed galpinsgaldinsGalpins approach

rural sociological extension while what regional school BYU nelson

focused research local studies monmormonmonnonnon village series fits galpinsgaldinsGalpins

approach rural extension work nelson looked successes publicized

them giving others opportunity imitate nelson focused significance

economic variables mormon village life second series

first first series nelson gave attention group affect sociological variable

nelson relied heavily work ofephraimephraim ericksen 1922
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cited nelsonsbelsonsNelsons 1930 publication mormon village study social

origins ericksen seems contributed much nelsonsbelsonsNelsons concern affective

identity components mormon social life ericksen wrote

find true meaning mormonism must go group sentiments
comprehend life must analyze spiritual life must study

problems confronted people sentiments derived
struggle them ericksen 19228

then gives much attention defining what sentiments characterize

mormonism example made following significant observations

moral sentiments developed during early period mormon history

individual becoming completely merged activity group lost
consciousness personal interests entire life became identified
group self group self made combined interests

brethren suffered suffered very real sense rherehe

individual immediately directly felt sufferings brother did
found himself within life brother mistake

adam smith made made moral sense school
treating individuals life distinct brother ericksen 192283-
84

thus ericksen solidarity became foundational mormon social ethic idea

nelson 1930 develops further

ericksen contributed ideas nelson used outlining how

solidarity developed mormon village preferring developmental approach

ericksen 1922 explains first hundred years mormonism underwent three

developmental periods first characterized intense religious persecution

mormonscormons neighbors eastern united states resulted cultural value

solidarity described earlier second characterized challenge conquering

natural environment aridarddagid west resulted cultural value obedience
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centralized authority third developmental period mormonism life

stabilized now mormon west resulted cultural value adherence

traditional religious thought opposition intellectual precepts taught secular

educational institutions first two these developmental periods closely parallel two

social contexts nelson asserts contributed strong social solidarity

mormon village

leonard arrington belonged later generation contributor

nelsonsbelsonsNelsons models mormon village helps frame our understanding

topic through influential writings early mormon cooperation economics like

analysts early mormon culture arrington remarked power

symbol solidarity these people

symbols unity strong central organization self forgetting group
solidarity mormon passion unity solidarity strengthened
tempered years suffering persecution once provided
means motive regional economic planning church authorities
great basin means provided willingness church members
submit counsel leaders respond every call spiritual
temporal motive provided principle oneness itself
regarded divine origin whose attainment required planning control

those authority arrington 195827

arrington deemed important reiterate social effects plat ofzionzion

defining trait mormon villages actually meant focus nelsonsbelsonsNelsons

1930 work arrington 1958242519582425 wrote

mormon village concept respects resembled new england
village used guide settlement far west nauvoo salt lake
city almost every mormon community west indeed proved
peculiarly adapted conditions required colonizing great basin
provided security against indians facilitated cooperative efficiency placing
members community ready touch directing officers group
made possible maintenance religious educational social
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institutions permitted effective irrigation culture assured general highly
organized community life

nelson 195225 himself clearly articulate what mormon

village plat ofzionzion much discussion focuses origins

definition gave

form habitation farm people homes separate
farmsandfarmlandfarmsfarmsand established villages towns these latter characterized

usually very wide streets variations intersect
each right angles run cardinal points compass due
north south east west barns chicken coops pig pens stack yards
well homes built village lots adjacent farm land

beginning settlement divided equally among families holdings
few acres typical

nelson goes describe how writers outlined practical benefits

sort settlement pattern american west suggested these

reasons pattern used however nelson observes foundation

plan created long before necessary even obvious should used

describes social attributes early mormon movement including doctrine

leadership organization explains these carry greatest explanatory power

formation mormon village conceptconcepttherebythereby excluding explanations

base themselves principles functional consequences

worth noting few points symbolism layout implementation

village first lots town approximately equal sized farm

acreage surrounding holdings both town originally divided

equally among resident families suggesting equality members people

live together town dispersed across landscape suggested

importance communal preparation impending second coming savior
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group must collectively prepare itself event grid pattern

streets consequent rationalization coordination street names 100 south 200

south 300 south etc house numbers 304 west 326 west etc represented

order mormon movement contrast disorder experienced during

early years provision civic religious structures central blocks

city further impressed centrality group life minds residents

communal shock followed 1952 destruction ephraim tabernacle suggests

continuing importance residents place symbolic role historic geographically

central religious structure

nelson studied villages those southern alberta cuba

focus present research three utah localities lay heart

mormon village concept original series conducted during 1920s

nelson beginning academic career probably took long

going through several life transitions time getting married changing jobs

beginning graduate school moving across country nelson 1985 result

conducting first series once theoretical methodological

elements inquiry changed beginning first series end

nelsonsbelsonsNelsons perspective continued change second series fieldwork

conducted 1950 presented much formal organizational

economic view mormon village life nelson 1952 reflection existing

disciplinary focus rural sociology contrast first series

emphasized social history solidarity
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why nelson moved formal economic perspective isnotignot entirely

clear does justify himself possible conclusions earlier

series product younger idealistic mind second

series fully socialized standard motifs discipline I1

believe found original theoretical orientation simply unsuitable tracking

solidarity formative period community rather adapting historical

circumstance revising theory keep affective component nelson chose rely

heavily organizational economic factors

nelsonsbelsonsNelsons own theoretical transition presents problem researcher seeking

perform replication mormon village study limited resources enough

able perform complete replication I1 decided limit portion larger

project replication issue solidarity meant I1 depended much

heavily nelsonsbelsonsNelsons first series second theoretical grounding first

lent itself better discussion solidarity nevertheless conclusions

second series nelson gives worrisome report status solidarity

found solidarity declined markedly basic pattern nelson 1952137

described settlement grew people began feel secure

original motivation cooperative activity seemed weaken system

competition took place later described detail

villages described volume represent microcosm changes
transpiring american rural life general urbanization

sociologists call secularization life proceeding rapid pace
communication transportation devices characterize contemporary life
place remotest comers instantaneous contact world diffusion

urban traits countryside everywhere apparent farming becoming
mechanized efficient farmers declining numbers

farms increasing size life becomes impersonal mutual aid
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declines contractual forms association increase formal organizations
multiply new interests arise economic social recreational educational new
occupations come being specialization division labor grow
elaborate homogeneity population gives way increasing heterogeneity
attitudes change sense community suffers cleavages develop around
special interest these developments clearly evident mormon villages
today communities united states elsewhere italics
original nelson 19522762771952276 277

several problems assessment make difficult accept first

probably importantly nelson did articulate clear definition solidarity

second becomes evident upon comparing nelsonsbelsonsNelsons writings each series

shifted focus somewhat different factors second series formal organization

economics did first series social history subjective affiliation

first series did comment local economy did posit causal

factor theory solidarity third even accept premises second

series valid 1920s ericksen noted very issues nelson later

claim new already present mormon villages

thus shall see agricultural every line economic
activity mormonmonnonmonnon community old operativecooperative community system
giving way large corporate methods business control ericksen 192242

fourth may part reason nelson much difficulty identifying

community solidarity follow studies theory theory

solidarity formation solidarity maintenance since possibility maintaining

solidarity time becomes major research question present effort deserves

elaboration

probably clearest example neglect solidarity maintenance

nelsonsbelsonsNelsons 1930 discussion four primary social processes lead solidarity

within mormon villages first place leadership ideology conflict
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cooperation manner nelson handles leadership conflict cooperation

makes those themes difficult apply mormon village beyond settlement

period

nelsonsbelsonsNelsons discussion importance leadership creating solidarity rests

entirely contributions joseph smith jr brigham young period

mormon history connected lifetimes these two men clearly

community building upon deaths must necessarily left void

granted organization LDS church allows another man promptly take

leadership upon death current president time original series five

men served same office smith young however nelson

completely neglects discuss impact these men social life mormon

village suggesting influence clearly fits different category what

might does specify

nelsonsbelsonsNelsons discussion conflict cooperation clearly linked early

mormon history conflict typified religious persecution experienced

mormonscormons new york ohio missouri illinois while cooperation necessary

build infrastructure arid west once mormonscormons removed themselves

violent religious persecution once basic infrastructure west

completed conflict cooperation characterized longer relevant

presence infrastructure lose grounds upon

solidarity said developed does mean solidarity must necessarily

decline having built possible social group take new
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functions maintain solidarity worked hard attain major

thrust current research

should note characterized preceding discussion even

day conflict cooperation central elements mormon psyche problem

conflict recognized mormon leaders being tarred feathered

cooperation seen instrumental city founding then investigator

likely miss much depth mormonscormonsMormons feelings church own

lives identity experiences past do serve metaphor

mormon life world reconstructed years do entirely constitute

world

dearth perspectives community maintenance rather merely

community fonformationnation dissolution arises literature generally just

nelsonsbelsonsNelsons work likelihood different skills patterns necessary

maintain community needed create should surprising

patterns created community first place absent upon reexamination several

decades later should surprising does necessarily mean solidarity

present further research needed outline how solidarity maintained beyond

initial establishment construction community

response these problems earlier studies mormon village

present research project three objectives first derive working definition

solidarity relevant mormon village second reevaluate relevance

nelsonsbelsonsNelsons four solidarity producing social characteristics contemporary mormon village

life third identify additional mechanisms whereby solidarity might maintained
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mormon village following establishment physical infrastructure social

system

MORMONISM

possible study mormon village without giving attention

mormonism before outlining details project I1 make few observations

relevance mormonism

purposes research project mormon refers belongs

relates church jesus christ latter day saints largest

well known organization claiming heritage joseph smith jr I1 refer

church opposed church I1 mean church jesus christ latter day

saints abbreviated LDS meant insulting latter day saints recognize

existence many churches simply tire reciting entire name

organization truncate second word these uses agree those

informants study

very title mormon village indicates where nelson himself placed

religion selected title utah agricultural village something

similar considered mormon appropriate descriptor village

primarily characterized being nonurbannon urban agricultural located utah

attains unique identity specifically necessarily being mormon

I1 am aware Ephrephraimsephrainfsephraimeaimsalms population affiliated church jesus

christ latter day saints historically denominations taken

residence mormon village completely accurate descriptor towns

like ephraim nevertheless I1 consider mormon village appropriate label
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several reasons 1 already well established through work lowry nelson 2

town traditions founded agreement general mormon pattern

3 great majority population still LDSLIDSliosllos 4 even those do choose

affiliate LDS church still must define identity activities reference

5 residents mormon non mormon alike readily accept descriptor

mormon referring town sometimes declaring before I1 described them

sociological concept mormon village

focus work cultural aspects life mormon village

nelson himself directed future researchers direction mormon culture

concluded first mormon village series

results these studies mormon villages point definitely need
enlarged program social research reveal specific trends village
development standpoint mormon culture comprehensive
program social research inestimable worth efficient
machinery social control new existing mormon communities
important need now program based upon realities these realities
revealed through patient research nelson 193373

culture particularly important understanding behavior residents mormon

villages relative american small towns century

mormon villages characterized special conditions growing
fact mormon importance church organization

frequently noted volume ramifies social structure
villages dominant feature policies church therefore
affect behavior remote community true highly
centralized character organization policymakingpolicy making body general
authorities devise programs central headquarters
implemented stakes wards local congregation little
nothing say formulation

therefore important considering future mormon
village society examine central ideas characterize
mormon cultural tradition italics added nelson 1952277
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fundamental concept cultural studies difference between core

peripheral values certain core values beliefs within mormonism

necessary very definition mormonism possible mormon

example reject prophetic status joseph smith divinity jesus christ

peripheral values still mormon held certain group

mormonscormonsMormons say those live particular place live particular time

come contact certain outside cultural influences why

possible mormon experience culture shock moving texas

example utah

thrust my thesis peripheral values those elements culture

particular specific subgroup social circumstances I1 cannot engage

extensive justification doctrine analysis recent historical LDS church

directives present data project do lend themselves either these

purposes hand present research project data generated lend

themselves very well attempt understand circumstances specific social

group

final observation study mormonism william wilson mormon

folklorist made strong criticism those study mormon life observed too

often scholars focused aspects mormon life do represent what

great majority life entails may regular life interesting

enough trained think along certain lines either our

academic discipline society generally what constitutes appropriate subject

matter dr wilson relates following
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during my first year graduate school indiana university I1 reviewed saints
sage saddle professor dorsonsdersonsDorsons seminar theory technique
main I1 praised book I1 criticized what struck me exaggerated
emphasis supernatural expense discussion mormon moral

spiritual values motivating principles sacrifice service
I1 knew experience essential parts being mormon I1 wrote

missionary returning field probably tell healing two
witnessed miraculous conversion part primarily

talk change character observed lives those
accepted gospel tell many stories people

abandoned own interests devote themselves service others
those stories just much part mormon oral tradition tales
supernatural survey mormon folklore complete without them

I1 wrote those lines I1 feared professor dorson attack me being
narrow apologist wrote my paper splendid appraisal statement

unnoticed mormon traditions subsequent years I1 should followed
my own mormon instincts I1 should taken professor dorsonsdersonsDorsons advice

collected studied those unnoticed traditions instead though I1 did break
new ground several areas mormon folklore study though I1 still hold

conclusions I1 reached I1 let myself too easily influenced
what folklorists generally considered memorable religious folklore

dramatic tales supernatural rather quiet lives
committed service I1 knew really lay heart mormon experience
wilson 19951516199515 16

social sciences our own parallels study ofmormonismmormonism polygamy

intellectualism defined force opposing mormon doctrine policy

apostasy example while relevant LDS social life do constitute common

presentations duty ethnographer tell story closely possible

story passed along both sensational mundane both

theoretically correct theoretically contradictory I1 am inclined believe

quiet44quiet lives committed service do indeed lie heart mormon

experience I1 hope I1 do justice area mormon social life
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CHACHAPTERPTER SUMMARYuma14 R Y

nelsonsbelsonsNelsons work mormon village seen outgrowth

intellectual currents rural sociology time charles galpin encouraging work

rural communities scholars nearby institutions may influenced

nelson focus successes localities dealing social problems

ericksen drew issue affect mormon social movement fore making

neglect impermissible trying derive social explanations mormon

behavior arrington later pointed mormon group affect quite effecteffecthefferth

practice tracking mormon solidarity however nelson suggested ithadishad declined

markedly 1950 1I take issue conclusion seems may

artifact theory nelson formulated first series theoretical drift

rural sociology generally experienced between 1920s 1950s

what lacked clear constant concept solidarity

nelsonsbelsonsNelsons writings those others wilson 1995 bahr forste

1998 suggest desirable social scientist address mormonism

cultural system date approach neglected used

researchers tended focus those issues do represent daily material

lives mormon rank file consequently mormonism continues offer

potentially rich field cultural analysis
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CHAPTER 4 METHODS

present study followupfollow study ephraim mormon villages

nelson studied full replication survey current residents yet

completed 2 further I1 set further develop theory community

incorporating new ideas discipline three decades

inclusion these ideas my methods correspondingly altered significantly

formation interview guide action further disqualifies present study

being strict replication bahr caplow chadwick 1983

focus study develop notion solidarity what how

developed sustained whether bases solidarity maintenance

may develop subsequent communitys foundational period accomplish

I1 chose methods seemed suitable nelsonsbelsonsNelsons methods

equally significant theory solidarity nelsonsbelsonsNelsons principal method social

survey however quickly discover reviewing survey sheets

original ephraim study virtually nothing them seems calculated

give researcher indication degree solidarity found town appears

solidarity assessed using field techniques hence complete replication

seem necessary assess solidarity relationships identity

mormon village

LOWRY NELSONS METHODS

nelsonsbelsonsNelsons ephraim study second series three studies rural utah

mormon villages completed study ofescalanteescalante two years prior
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american fork soon ephraim work each study research paper

summarizes findings unfortunately paper ephraim study

three does contain methods section methods sections

studies complete current standards fortunately nelson indicates

two publications methods used each study basically same

escalante study wrote

data secured means survey families community
hundred eigelgeightyhtyaty three family heads visited investigator supplied

answers questions schedule personal observation interviews
different members community records L D sic church well

those county village used sources information
nelson 192512

report american fork study nelson similarly indicates use multiple
methods

studies escalante ephraim american fork made
survey method preliminary information gathered through interviews
local people through consulting secondary sources published
histories school reports census reports important
source information local persons through long residence
community position give important facts especially those relative
earlier history survey schedule taken each home community
field investigator these schedules constituted basis tabulated data

where data comparable comparisons made results secured
ephraim escalante nelson 19339

nelson stated primary interest survey itself indicated

line american fork statement methods changed content study

study however qualitative methods important obtaining information

nature village life escalante study through american fork study nelson

made clear personal observation interviews local residents community

leaders secondary data analysis informed conclusions
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acualacdal survey sheets used nelson original survey ofephraimephraim 1925

archived special collections manuscripts harold B lee library

brigham young university nelson nd sheet each household filled

front back responses divided three categories family schedule

home farm while rather direct instrument does reveal

certain biases example religious affiliation taken granted

question asking church family members belong query

member family mission L D church

subsequent line asks name place cost mission further survey

offers somewhat long checklist appliances utilities property running

water phonograph number hogs list reflects expectations

physical context life ephraim time final section farm clearly

reveals bias ephraimitesEphraimites involved farming

sufficient knowledge farming methods answer questions like type farmingfanning

value44value per acre acres dry farmed these questions may served well

seventy five years ago certain how well serve today

surprisingly given nelsonsbelsonsNelsons conclusions solidarity mormon villages

does seem significant base survey questionnaires

determine degree solidarity within ephraim questions relevant

solidarity you satisfied your community why

respondents answered yes satisfied left blank space provided

answer second query while nelsonsbelsonsNelsons conclusions clearly drawn
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survey responses remarks solidarity must derived

ethnographic methods

reserRESEARESEARCHRCH SITE

hundreds mormon villages founded western north america during

first mormon diaspora followed groups expulsion eastern united

states escalante ephraim american fork located state utah

three mormon villages selected nelson study basis these

studies formulated concept mormon village report

american fork study nelson 1933 suggested three selected

represented three phases community development escalante population

1000 time quite isolated desert southern utah ephraim

population approximately 2000 mid- i 1920s920s located center utah

midrangemid range locality american fork 3000 people time

original series well influenced location north central utahs urbanizingurban izing

wasatch front

present study determined analysis mormon

village suffice three these localities experienced significant changes

since second series completed nelson 1950 american fork hardly

considered rural anymore 1990s become sizable suburban city utah

standards approximately 20000 residents late 1990s part

metropolitan area includes salt lake city orem provo see table 11. size

rules consideration project focused solidarity mormon village

escalante still rather small approximately 900 residents local social economy
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recently thrown controversy creation grand staircase

escalante national monument unpopular action among many circles utah

especially states rural south

table 1 population change lowry nelsonsbelsonsNelsons mormon villages

escalante ephraim american fork
1860 NA 910 695

1870 NA 1167 1145

1880 623 1698 1299

1890 506 1800 1942

1900 650 2086 2732

1910 846 2296 2797

1920 1032 2287 2763

1930 862 1966 3047

1940 1106 2094 3333

1950 773 1987 5126

1960 702 1801 6373

1970 638 2127 7713

1980 652 2810 12417

1990 818 3363 15696

19971997estest 901 3856 20094
2000 est 1063 4196 21675

sources moffat 1996 bureau economic business researchresearch 1996 population projectionsorprojectionsforProjectionProjectionssor
utah cities unincorporated areas 1997

ephraim remains small enough accessible large enough offer variance

seems maintained contact roots see table 11. thus seemed

quite appropriate my study solidarity mormon village moreover much

necessary data available harold B lee library BYU archived

microfilm editions ephraimsephraimeEphraims local newspaper ephraim enterprise

extending back through both second first study periods available

BYU many personal papers lowry nelson among them raw data sheets
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original survey ofephraimephraim completed 1925 these allowed me look

actual questions asked original series nelson admitted modifying questions

between studies fact actual survey questions asked ephraim

residents makes study town even appealing sure ephraim

changed population growth shifting local economy expansion snow college

intrusion patterns american culture locating new religious groups

vicinity impacts still three localities ephraim seemed best

suited site measure changes community solidarity

town nearly 4000 permanent residents ephraim located central utah

county sanpeteofsanpeteofSanSanpete center region called mormon

heartland francaviglia 197873 preservation several elements mormon

history culture ephraim three sanpete localities manti spring city

mount pleasant collectively designated state government historic

region receiving state support historic preservation heritage related

activities locals comment growth town currently experiencing however

recent growth seen part much larger pattern growth latter half

century sampling population size ten year intervals note Ephrephraimsephrainfsephraimeaimsalms

population peaked 2296 1910 then underwent unsteady decline 1801 1960

since then population grown each decade projected continue do

see table 11.

ephraim nelsonsbelsonsNelsons three mormon villages

founded according traditional model mormon colonization brigham young

called newly arrived converts go sanpete establish city nelson 1925 1928
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1933 while settlers eastern american origin majority

scandinavian converts mormon faith much local lore deals

acculturation these scandinavians life frontier america butler 1950

acculturation easy time ethnic differences between scandinavians

residents disappeared danish swedish norwegian identity became

thing holidays festivals family history projects further intermixing occurred

ephraimitesEphraimites married residents mormon towns brought spouses

live ephraim european americans recently migrated ephraim

retire work snow college LDS institute located adjacent

local enterprises while these people natives important distinction

appear mormon greatest impact local change appears

preference basic urban amenities like paved streets sewer system

proportionately students snow college greatly increase population

town during fall winter 2500 students enrolled though

fraction student body ephraim towns history current status cannot

understood without reference them once town ephraim

rallied behind college keep running during times financial administrative

crisis christensen 1988 students criticized being loud damaging historic

buildings converted student housing reckless driving

continuous flow students through college lends stability local economy

provide work local residents positions maintenance administration

teaching college patronize local businesses like movie theater

restaurants main street residents note contributions students
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local area providing volunteer service athletic events fine arts productions

believed enhance quality life ephraim asians

ephraim students college

largest ethnic minority ephraim today hispanic population many

whom work turkey factory located town moroni approximately fifteen

miles northwest ephraim according 1990 united states census people

hispanic origin comprised 3.93939 Ephrephraimephraimsephraimeaimsalms population group

attracted much attention numbers indicate understandably given

many differences between them bulk towns population them

live crowded trailer park dubbed little tijuana northern edge town

separated rest ephraim cemetery rodeo arena small shopping

center

whereas general population ephraim clearly diversified

hispanic minority almost entirely employed agricultural laborers turkey

factory mostly farms around ephraim first survey ephraim

nelson 1928 showed laborers almost uniformly lower material standard

living farmers residents town ethnographic evidence present

study indicates certainly case mexican americans ephraim today

nelson 19552062081955206 208 further observed spite respect americans

superficially pay farmers farmers still usually ranked lower half

occupational prestige scales farm laborers do own property ranked lower

owners duncans socioeconomic index agrees nelsonsbelsonsNelsons assertion although

farm laborers place near bottom index few occupations lower
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mine laborers wood choppers duncan 1961 manual labor stigmatized

rather uniformly american social classes merton 1957145

hispanics further differentiated rest population ofephraimephraim

fact hispanics catholic many ephraim residents remark

establishment catholic church town protestant churches previously

established ephraim abandoned short time lack membership

ephraim city corporation 19811981 does appear evidence

case catholics

another aspect sets hispanics apart adult hispanics speak

english limited degree ephraim experience immigrants do

speak english hispanics do share english speaking majority

religious forum reaches linguistic barrier these reasons hispanics

seen non hispanic ephraimitesEphraimites being least integrated local ethnic

groups may well harder time participating ethnic

group

ethnography
research primarily ethnographic involving combination observations

daily life special events ephraim interviews several residents

observations daily life occurred I1 residence ephraim four weeks

during july 1997 nelson did state how long periods observation lasted

original two series hinted lasted week half 1950 nelson

1952128 my own observations included attendance city council meetings library

board meetings church social activities community service projects session court
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LDS missionary farewell small number family dinners family reunions

being residence allowed me chance meetings people places like

street stores library cemetery around snow college I1

attended services church bible st judes catholic church both english

spanish mass four five resident LDS wards thus I1 able get

feel rhythm life ephraim least during summer months I1

referred published sources past editions ephraim enterprise gain

fuller picture key events data I1 accumulated interviews given

greatest weight since talking residents town I1 ascertained what

meaning certain activities events respondents

ethnographic methods present certain obstacles generally obstacles

seem particular research project arose always dangerofdandangergerof cultural

misunderstandings between researcher population being studied I1

keep mind since I1 entering what me foreign culture project

became psychologically intense given amount work completed

short time frame certain points became emotionally intense

ethnographer does know completely nature interview before conducts

informants study provided detailed descriptions alienation suspicion

hypocrisy local social life especially I1 happened receive two three these

sorts narratives single day I1 found necessary retire research setting

brief period before returning work project final obstacle

effects ethnicity research effort clear possibility even my

best efforts understand spanish speaking minority I1 still failed grasp
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meanings perhaps reason sociologists recently criticized

drive research extended interaction study population does

guarantee mutual understanding does provide opportunity researchers

assumptions proven wrong

I1 noted earlier my study full replication nelsonsbelsonsNelsons study since

survey included research design I1 term followupfollow nelsonsbelsonsNelsons work

I1 selected conclusions solidarity perfomedperfumedperfomed necessary

research operations allow me assess meaning extent conclusion

village today complete replication including social survey entirely possible

beyond scope present project

IDENTITY researcher
nelson likely did little fieldwork himself escalante study

nelson 1925 verso acknowledges field investigation done roy lee

escalante autobiography nelson mentions T lynn smith helped

ephraim study nathan L whetton given nelson modest employment

connection my study american fork nelson 1985230 since latter two

studies completed while nelson residence madison wisconsin

possible these identities field workers each three studies

just did what question hitt 1980 gives smith credit work

ephraim field work statistical analysis american fork leaving

little place whetten smith whetten both students brigham

young university time ephraim american fork studies respectively

least smith may done fieldwork ephraim served LDS
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mission prior study participated smith mormon town

colorado whetten mormon colonies northern mexico cases

nelson selected white males mormon villages research assistants putting

character descriptions togethertogetherand assuming smith whetten did play

role ephraim american fork lee played escalante seem

ethnographic replication should involve sending fieldworker young white LDS

male whose origin mormon village currently student brigham young

university served LDS mission I1 meet those qualifications

counts point I1 do fit profile characteristic being

small mormon village myself 1 I bomborn berkeley raised around detroit

los angeles

field very important theresidentsresidents ephraim especially those

LDS place me I1 just another individual present activity

service project public meeting instance once I1 community service

project simply helping along few dozen others present halfway

through activity woman approached me exclaimed several others

trying figure I1 thought I1 might willmore

boys asking around see anyone confirm guess word

finally reached someone knew I1 what I1 doing

woman felt comfortable approaching me telling me what others talking

problem my identity long I1 simply stranger

I1 did attempt deception my identity purposes ephraimitesEphraimites like

personal honesty hand I1 didnt rush explain I1 soon I1 met
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someone I1 answer truthfully asked what I1 doing I1 asked

I1 wait what seemed like appropriate time conversation least

occasionoccasion seemed cause discomfort sunday evening I1 arrived

church bible weekly fellowship two couples arrived

same time I1 did quite friendly me recognizing me newcomer

introducing themselves before even reached building man giving

names himself wife added disgruntled mormonscormonsMormons didnt ask

why I1 come walked inside saw pastor setting

program I1 already met circumstances seeing me asked

whether I1 told others what I1 doing I1 explained research project

two couples walked me seemed bit surprised contrast

welcome given me parking lot seemed rather distant rest

evening

I1 often told importance being ephraim native

attendant understanding native did quite fit least

readily times I1 asked series questions determine how

well I1 fit informal scale ofnativismnativism I1 come research project

required me ephraim enough I1 asked whether I1

ephraim answer questioner ask where I1 I1

answer california seemed informative enough line

questioning move my family I1 asked whether I1 family

around here apparent reference sanpete county answer I1 know

questioning end I1 admitted my mother cache valley
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northern utah where logan located I1 native knowledge I1

roots through another utah mountain valley largely agricultural location

insitutioninstitution higher education like nearby manti site mormon temple

established enough parallels my identity became acceptable

aspect researcher identity very helpful

nelson identify original mormon village series attitude field

worker took toward LDS church nelson entirely omitted discussion issue

academic writings reflecting upon my own experience ephraim my

position regard church critical went beyond mere status whether I1

bombornbormbomm LDS whether I1 served LDS mission dealt how residents

ephraim subjectively perceived my feelings LDS church calhoun 1995

asserted theorizing never neutral corrollarycorrollary research never

neutral either certainly true my research among village mormonscormonsMormons

perhaps replication ideal position take whatever position

earlier researcher took evidence least later years nelson

become somewhat revisionist mormon retains organizational affiliation

known criticize what considers inapproporate policies nelson 1985 however I1

do know position during 1920s even possible

T lynn smith fieldworker original ephraim study seems

reticent nelson publish personal feelings LDS church I1

do believe having recently returned LDS mission sufficient

evidence direction subjective orientation toward LDS church however
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presumption recently returned LDSLIDS missionary likely give positive

reference denomination

my fieldwork I1 took benefit doubt position say

confronted individual pushed me take position controversial topic

BYUs dismissal head basketball coach academic freedom church

schools I1 admitted ignorance issue question then I1 suggested

people doing best situation perceive general

public rarely hears details procedures decision reached

residents rarely satisfied sort response neither alienated

I1 considered best way maintain greatest credibility among groups

beyond these direct questions my subjective position toward LDSLIDSliosllos church I1

tried maintain image good mormon I1 maintained modest standards dress

grooming attended LDS worship services avoided activities prohibited LDSLIDSliosllos

church generally tried helpfully involved intrusive

SELECTION informants
nelson did specify how obtained ethnographic informants nor how

many informants each village did mention L D

sic bishops ephraim complained bit rate outmigration among young

people nelson 192818 plainly contact local LDS leadership

however does explain detail fieldworkers talked nor how

approached informants

I1 obtained my informants entering acquaintanceship circles I1 started

people I1 knew wasatch front north central utah ephraim
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knew people ephraim knew people knew people ephraim I1 then

worked outward using snowball technique asking references each person

chain however I1 did ask people refer me friends

whomever thought I1 should talk get know life ephraim I1 told them I1

trying cover perspectives town thus like greatest variety

experiences opinions possible critical my method understand I1

did seek almost certainly did obtain proportionally representative sample

population I1 sacrificed proportionality variance I1 did quite deliberately

challenge theory solidarity emphasis variance exaggerate

unsolidarysolidaryunsolitaryun tendencies local culture affording me greater opportunity assess how

tendencies operate social environment

once data gathering phase study I1 included question end

each interview asking references I1 aware segment

population existed I1 being referred anyone I1 specifically named

group interview asked respondent refer me anyone

group might willing help project cases I1 simply find

someone group my own how I1 obtained three asian respondents

sample original pool referred me asians I1 see asians

streets town I1 finally resorted direct cold contact street I1

allowed chance meeting informants I1 met family my car problems

needed taken repair shop town another occasion I1 asked directions

couple women sitting front porch none these people referred

me snowball approach
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gender became limited problem I1 recognized cultural significance

gender young single unknown male town might treated suspicion

pressing speak privately local women although I1 believe my association

BYU generally trusted institution alleviated these reservations few times

I1 interviewed married couple two female neighbors same time avoid

misunderstandings

occasion I1 arranged visit married couple home I1

arrived appointment wife told me opinions basically

same I1 simply visiting husband clearly less

desirable I1 didnt want troublesome guest I1 accepted arrangement

husband I1 sat living room formal interview while wife lingered

kitchen open living room children several points

interview husband said didnt know answer asked wife

whether ideas sometimes pitched opinion own thus even

though woman officially informant did provide responses

earlier research people ephraim found tendency among women

encourage husbands participate project then sit back listen bulter

1950 did academic research ephraim advantage being

native believed women town valid perspectives own apart

men hard time getting them express ideas

ephraimsephraimeEphraims spanish speaking minority posed special challenge

ephraimitesEphraimites significant friendships them I1 identified two native

english speakers seemed good grasp what going spanish
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speaking population yet I1 suspect these two representing 252 my entire

informant pool amount sizeable overrepresentation english speaking majority

sensitive spanish speaking residents I1 5 native spanish speaking

informants 9.69696gg total another oversample two them referred me

these two english speakers referred me english speakers I1

met while looking someone else I1 met striking conversation

street five these interviews conducted spanish I1 translated english

those segments spanish language interviews selected inclusion

thesis

appears me opinions expressed these interviews may represent

those elite group within spanish speaking population attitudes

expressed quite progressive those attitudes may result marking

them leaders making them prone referred me spokespeoplespokespeople

spanish speaking minority my identity university researcher american

speaks spanish second language may caused them alter

responses however very hospitable me seemed willing admit

problems exist among others share identity

informants first presented consent form explaining purposes

study consequences participating witness asked

sign then filled short information sheet providing me sketch

backgrounds following oral interview usually informants home

sometimes informants place work location library

interviews tape recorded later transcribed coded analysis
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cover sheet I1 committed make reasonable effort obscure identity

specific informants I1 used various methods do example I1

sometimes substituted relationship name jane just telling me

my wife just telling me similarly times I1 substituted broader category

specific information I1 teach theory drama college

I1 am teacher college rare occasions where simply moving

level abstraction contextually possible I1 created name status 1I never met

heard jane teacher theory drama ephraim however I1

created name status where clearly essential point statement I1

retained original names where content neutral do reveal identity

speaker thought I1 might willmore boys presenting

clusters responses I1 avoided placing two statements same individual

same cluster second statement same person needed I1 explained

same informant contributed earlier quoted statement

characteristics SAMPLE

men outnumber women sample 28 24 informants respectively I1

attempted keep sample balanced possible I1 noted local people

likely allow me access men women I1 note my 52

respondents official respondents few women willing make

statements during husbands interviews official count does include

people whom I1 spoke informally

my informants very well educated forty six fifty two form

higher education prominantprominentprominant exception hispanic minority spanish
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speaking respondents least education three never progressed

beyond primary level declined list level education

received higher education vocational training

occupationally homemakerwashomemaker largest category represented 12 persons

seven retired disabled nine education including administration

teaching technical support nine worked mining agriculture two

primarily businesspeoplebusinesspeople five students eight reported occupation

including vocational technical estimating those categories reach

across blue collar white collar dichotomy just under half sample affiliated

working blue collar class

inforisinforiinformantsnants ranged age 19 93 mean age 50.6506506 standard

deviation 18.3183183 part reason high average age I1 tended interview

heads household similar original mormon village surveys another reason

thinking project ephraimsephraimeEphraims history people tended refer me those

lived through greater proportion I1 mostly excluded snow college

students study choosing instead focus penpermanentnanentcanent residents two

sources age bias my sample easier retired person get along

ephraim younger person must employment support family

many younger permanent residents town temporary sunusummerner

employment during study period

ten informants reported ephraim earliest residence two reported

first residence sanpete outside ephraim fifteen reported utah outside sanpeteSanpete five

reported western united states outside utah seven reported someplace rest
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united states earliest residence five reported latin america earliest

residence four reported asia pacific islands four declined state place

first residence

forty two informants reported raceethnicityrace ethnicity white derivation

thereof three these broke white ethnicity down fractions eg VA4 4welshwelsh

122 danish12danish etc six informants reported hispanic related label

common self selected label here mexican three identified themselves asian

pacific islander informant declined identify himself racial ethnic

category

five informants native language spanish three informants native language

japanese rest native english speakers

forty informants report currently LDS five report

currently catholic two report christian specific christian

denomination remaining five did report current religious affiliation

respondents asked list prior religious affiliation forty six

them did report two reported mormon reported

catholic three reported christian specific christian

denomination

cross tabulating two religion items indicates those reported

current religious affiliation different prior religious affiliation 6

individuals catholic christian christian denomination

moved LDS category 4 individuals while those LDS moved

category current religious affiliation 2 individuals
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cross tabulating current religious affiliation earliest place residence

find those currently report religious affiliation two individuals

ephraim american west outside utah two asia

pacific islands current latter day saints sample predominantly utah

63 largest number 15 3388 mormonscormonsMormons being utah outside

sanpeteSanpete eighty percent catholics sample originated latin america

individuals affiliate label christian christian

denomination originated united states outside west

having recited these statistics I1 emphasize once again my sample

informants proportionally representative population ephraim

purpose quantitative review demonstrate I1 seem oversampled

every category except stereotypical ephraim resident bomborn LDS nota convert

white I1 oversampled minority statuses obtain greatest challenge theory

solidarity nevertheless number informants large enough white well

educated lifetime mormon still well represented

MEANING METHOD

while my readers within discipline recognize limitations deriving

meaning conclusions based methodology I1 recognize

likely among my readers members general public interest

mormonism small towns ephraim particular I1 shall make few notes them

regarding meaning research conduct ethnographic research give

select group people opportunity reflect upon own lives researcher

write report ones findings reflect upon what I1 learned process
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modeled ethnographic research process mutual sharing my case

sharing hope practical benefits research

I1 present information ideas seemed form patterns

narratives given me my informants these seem present poor image

individuals institutions both ofephraimephraim may perceived

offensive perhaps particularly practicing mormonscormonsMormons do wish

faith receive unfavorable publicity way explanation these readers I1 present

following statement brigham young told conversation

another presumably non mormon

said you people consider you perfect

oh said 1I means doctrine embraced
perfect come people just many imperfections
you ask perfect gospel preach calculated
perfect people young 199721199721

identify problem within particular religious group say doctrines

core values therefore incorrect statement brighamofbrigham young

indicates LDS leaders aware time occasional differences between

mormon doctrine core values local beliefs behavior specific mormon

groups peripheral values I1 believe both social scientists religious leaders

agree takes time iron differences between core values peripheral values

meantime two sets values may conflict point

failings local individuals groups maintain core values academic inquiry need

conflict religious faith
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CHAPTERCHAPTERS5 RESULTS

chapter presents theory solidarity derived my interviews during

study period discusses significance solidarity local culture I1 then

continue along lines nelsonsbelsonsNelsons theory solidarity fonformationnation discuss evidence

regarding leadership ideoideologyideolomylomy conflict cooperation then I1 consider solidarity

maintenance touching those elements life mormon village tended

perpetuate finally I1 consider implications these factors meaning

status future solidarity mormon village

countervailing FORCES

theme thesis how solidarity developed maintained

require significant deviation theme provide full description

social cleavages mormon village yet problems mormon village

relevant nelson 1925 1952 named them work these included

language ethnic problems problems raising younger members group

conflict within LDS religious structure prejudice against economically

disadvantaged many these problems still exist ephraim following

quotations demonstrate incidentally these sample problems revealed

my interviews much said them full disquisition

wait statements follow illustrative language ethnic problems

white english speaking man I1 dont know how welcome
mexican immigrants feel I1 imagine thats newer difficult trends
you know challenge public schools few people

few teachers spoke spanish
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white english speaking womanwornan I1 library board
get these spanish books get things ready teach little

mexican children I1 struggled I1 thought rome do
romans do youve come america you just leamlearn our language

thats still hang me

japanese student my experience friendly kind little I1 like
them never speaks slowly I1 cant understand them then ask again

speak very fast I1 think maybe dont like foreigner

spanish speaking mexican american man thats what missing
here many people want study improve condition

get position help us
asked help government havent said anything us

want go leamlearn something like how I1 want get education
I1 get better situation better line work

problem I1 work doing what my family going eat

white english speaking man time non hispanics come
trailer courts reason just friends

white woman I1 dont think theyre people ephraim terribly
accepting cultural differences I1 think people really kind

hispanics I1 think people kind our neighbors
minority daughters I1 dont think open acceptance differences I1

dont think wonderful I1 like I1 mean I1 think
mormon community just given you know me christlike

accepting people however whoever

problem ephraim merely stereotypical dichotomous case

powerful uncaring majority oppressed minority following cases indicate

white english speaking woman every year community links
mexican dinner middle school hispanic people do cooking

youth city council helps them people I1 worked
kitchen girls year making tacos didnt realize I1 knew

spanish talked me I1 listened wasnt negative lot
curiosity I1 caucasian kitchen thats

where I1 wanted I1 wanted experience I1 think beginning those
young ladies little intimidated me got along fine
found I1 wasnt going big boss I1 going okay them
I1 think everyone needs experiences

spanish speaking mexican american woman look im going tell
you something many us come here united states especially right
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now people dont papers come work go home
thing want do save pennies go home dont care

sleep under tree reason people dont want
improve themselves learn english dont intend stay here

always minds thought returning mexico
majority hispanics thats why dont want improve situations

dont want study nothing just come work like donkeys go

home thats life us mexicans poor wherever go poor

here poor

spanish speaking mexican american man look father mike
catholic priest saint father mike going defend us lot you

know what im saying maybe hed say I11 dont know blame

why community anglos fault maybe
me both sides blame

raising young people

non LDS woman I1 think younger generation coming
change lot I1 see lot young people going away religion

I1 think years down road going quite different what right
now still want please parents I1 know young man whose dad

just told him you dont go mission youll never amount anything
kid great I1 mean hes neat kid puts guilt him hes kind

turned away

leader LDS church concerns brethren
express pulpit weve got them went use

unmarried teenage pregnancy example

hispanic woman let me tell you what problem me
main problems I1 think many these things due

fact mother never home family change
very hard mexicans lived mexico I1 never left my

children alone anyone I1 always them now I1 go work
leave them alone ive never liked I1 always say US

government here much money like say does first thing
should do get rid much delinquency street let
mothers stay home children thats way I1 think

person you take them person going take
care them like mother does thats what ive come think
reason why much wrong young people

young white man my mom I1 communicated pretty well I1 mean
didnt really fight argue same time I1 didnt feel like knew

what I1 what I1 cared do you know what I1 mean
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just dont place enough interest kids personal life I1 think just kind
see face value see whats going outside school

work church

religious problems

LDS man I1 think religious commitment varies way
totally committed wishing mormon church didnt exist you know I1

think thats among members I1 think people live here
ephraim live law consecration right now fairly easy you know

then hand theres others participate church
social thing want socially accepted

LDS woman people isnt LDS should treat them
same people LIDSLDSliisllis ive people say well bring your friends you
know even though theyre LDS bring your friends theres
person I1 know allow children go another church

formerly LDSLIDSliosllos man noticed utah two types
mormonscormonsMormons either inactive mormonscormons jack mormonscormons didnt follow

religion then superzealoussuper zealous mormonscormons really went
overboard trying effect piety seemed artificial seemed

lot people blinders wasnt mormon wasnt
good

non LDS man rather having animosity toward us people
stepped what believed LDS church said

dont believe right anymore theres animosity towards them
persecuted community pressured try force them back punish
them making bad decisions whatever theyve done I1 definitely see

I1 received comments like following regarding assertion

mormonscormons receive social sanctions voicing opinions

LDS man high councilman came our ward spoke said
something said you move ephraim you dont job you
dont belong here said twice I1 just came unglued I1 called
stake presidency talked member stake presidency see I1 think

probably people bothered I1

doesnt bother me im disturbed what ive heard rather go direct
high councilman I1 go stake presidency I1 felt better

I1 didnt feel like oh I1 socially ostracized I1

bothered I1 thought thought talked my wife
said why dont you call I1 did felt lot better
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seems people better able others handle religious differences here

example given me

LDS womanwornan oh theyre intelligent very nice person
LDS did work me here got through really let me

our religious beliefs believe god eternal father
son jesus christ holy ghost said thats craziest thing I1

ever heard just went turned different person I1 said
well each own belief way id like give you five dollars

your church youre starting calmed right down

I1 asked active latter day saints how I1 should interpret charpchargescharpeses

residents hypocrisy religious superficiality I1 interested responses

ephraim ones typically charged what told

me

young LDS man I1 say something people having
trouble hypocrisy I1 think thats interesting my mission I1 ran lot

people same kind problem I1 mean thats present everywhere
people human personally I1 really hard time understanding

how people say people hypocritical isnt
nobodysnobodydNobodys perfect what I1 find happens lot times tend see
peoples errors now our own people those errors
may seem lot bigger errors ive always looked

way I1 certainly never perfect tend lots times overlook
our own faults arrow everybody elsesalses faults thats where kind

thing comes personally ive hard time how people say
persons being perfect theyre going stop trying

LDS bishop addressed issue charges hypocrisy dividing LDS

church significant LDS bishop made these comments within LDS

organization bishop explicitly designated judge israel following

summary remarks formal informant study simply met

hallway church showed interest project since I1 able

tape record comments I1 immediately afterward wrote summary them

summary I1 present here
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interviewer why people caught hypocrisy church

know people church taught perfect teach
perfection see people less hard time
thing shouldnt compare ourselves our neighbor even jesus christ
just see what failure jesus perfect comparison him
going fall short need compare ourselves where yesterday

hopefully better long doing best
capabilities situation atonement jesus christ makes

our inadequacies
ive learned bishop much careful making judgments

you dont always know reasons behind what people do furthermore
testimony single item fact broad deep
point may much deeper another again you judge
people whether perfect how much progressed

where

clear economic class distinctions may seen

following statements people different economic backgrounds experience life

differently different expectations town

homemaker well you know big part community lot
people community here jobs college
teach work theyre accepted now you know

belong group come wards theyre
accepted theyre given church jobs you know accepted
whereas maybe others lower financial bracket I1 think you
know people friendly toward them thats far goes just
dont associate them groups dont include them

things do

business person I1 think theres change probably
toward business end little convenient facilities everybody
doesnt drive provo makeup im looking ZCMIs full
makeup counter just variety maybe business
opportunities jobs products use every day
without having drive hour north south obtain them id happy

satisfied ephraim except dry cleaners lack dry cleaner you
know just little pleasures you go buy bagels county
now simple little things
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blue collar informant pioneer families own ninety percent
valley even though may ninety percent population own
ninety percent wealth

blue collar informant I1 just dont think fair them move
big company monopolize put little companies business
brought big kents market put two our smaller little country grocery
stores right business kents market theyre puttin big
hotel now going destroy our small little hotels

farmerfarmen theres good years bad years them bad years

teacher theres kind poor mentality here I1 mean people think
poor depressed area you look figures

unemployment average income stuff like I1 guess considered
poor place I1 think affected mentality just think poor

just act way

agricultural workerworken reason what go through my
dad poor couldnt even give us money buy pencil nor
anything buy notebook sometimes I1 said my father dad I1 dont
enough buy pencil down theyre buying eggs said my mom go

see chickens laid eggs you buy pencil then sell
buy yourself pencil I1 went barefoot school without shoes I1 looked

children eating things I1 never money thats why ive told
my kids study you dont go through what I1 went through

note small solidary mormon village exhibits major socioeconomicsocio economic

cleavages moreover nelson recognized stratification both mormon

village series researchers studied mormon social life

recognizing existence social divisions did prevent nelson alleging

high degree solidarity within mormon village words

believed solidarity present significant degree even while social

divisions persisted

I1 share assumption work seems well founded my

informants believed having clear social distinctions did preclude general

solidarity question arises however whether social divisions I1 named here
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issues language ethnicity socialization young religion

economy comparable those identified nelson two divisions I1

presented here ethnicity religion named nelson

presented quite differently how 1920s

time original mormon village series struggles scandinavian

immigrants learn english adapt radically different physical cultural

environment recent memories possibly still visible among older residents

ephraim locals having difficulties each within church

both among members leaders however ephraimitesEphraimites 1925 crucial

advantage dealing these problems ephraimitesEphraimites 1997 do seventy

years ago everyone ephraim LIDSLDSliisllis what meant everyone attended

church services together opportunity learn common language serve voluntarily

side side communicate frequently come common definition shared

social circumstances moreover cultural systems meaning ephraimitesEphraimites 1925

converged even points do now mormonismsMormoni sms egalitarian doctrine

allowed immigrants social access religious economic

example dividing land among original settlers done religious

leaders political leaders equal basis regardless what language

spoke religion thereby implemented equality

nowadays formal organization LDS church does link residents

ephraim catholic church conducts weekly masses spanish catholic

spanish speakers required leamlearn english participate religious observance

english speakers run government teach schools manage businesses
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spanish speakers generally work lower wages live substandard housing rarely

health insurance residential segregation language economic status

pronounced though entirely uniform language itis exceedingly rare

residents side ethnic divide friendship relationships residents

side ethnic divide however preliminary efforts bridge

strong pattern segregation community links pinata festival

key characteristics differentiate ephraim residents including

religious differences both within among denominations intergenerational differences

economic stratification seem related each quotes given

section illustrate prospects resolving them daunting those

resolving problem ethnic language difficulties how addressed

far how might addressed future focus rest

chapter

THEORY solidarity
how possible place characterized several social cleavages

characterized social solidarity several possibilities first solidarity

may exist much struggle whether informant focuses

struggle solidarity going determine how characterizes group

example

those buys back declared independence britain didnt
always see alike took lot ofgivingivin takin prayinpradin finally
come what wanted do got together did

another possibility solidarity may evident certain times

I1 think comes right down kind crisis theyd
right every them theyd come right together
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may selected issues

people tendency just attract those like faith
obviously mormonism peculiar religion people tend stick together
little I1 think common purpose identity
my wife I1 consider my best friend I1 always confide talk
I1 mean ashesshes just my primary person

may solidarity dominant social characteristic may

do participate condition may well outawoutnwoutnumberednbered

interviewer you make sound like very fractious city

you people like thats minority small minority
small minority you hear

appears both writings nelson many informants I1 spoke

ephraim perfect unity same thing high degree community

solidarity

unlike theory community I1 derive my interviews

ephraim great variance opinions topic did seem core

views meaning solidarity does mean perfect agreement

topic possible informants mistook word solidarity

solitude same problem exists spanish similarity solidaridadsolidaridad

soledad informants seemed view solidarity negative something akin

enforced uniformity however comments treated solidarity something highly

desirable following comments elements concept seems center

solidarity I1 guess common goals common beliefs common projects

I1 solidarity someone I1 think commitment
group commitment common purpose thats I1 think what

means me
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solidarity comes being first dflof part majority
people pretty rock solid responsible theres solidarity
common goals common aspirations common background leads
how else put respond crisis problems kind just
move together

solidarity I1 use word describe faculty whoschos united
similar goals purpose program our program
program id saythatsay you apply ephraim providing

factions community solid united agreed upon mutual
goals

appears data people ephraim solidarity means

affective attachment commitment common purpose kanter 1972 defined

commitment state having what do being same what wants

do I1 believe theoretically acceptable place affect definition

solidarity I1 believe my informants agree did mention things

1.1 common projects moving together common background I1 cannot conclude

information available these statements allow us devolve

interactionist definition solidarity do preclude solidarity those

interacts regular basis those live close do seem

exclude others whom haslittlehas4ittlelittle interaction example

what believe true ihenthen accept jesus Cchrist our personal
savior holy spirit seals us comes live within us then
common spirit common thread christians across united
states too

thus appears role interaction serves demonstrate

confirm solidarity refute deny evidenced many ephraimitesEphraimites

asserted committed relationships transtemporaltrans temporal deceased

ancestors trans spatial friends family moved away even

imagined members ones church whom never even met interaction
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defined visual physical audialaudian overt exchange between two

individuals same thing solidarity

given definition solidarity rests upon affective attachment

commitment common purpose question remains what common purposes

upon residents ofephraimephraim build solidarity I1 am able propose answer based

upon evidence given me people ofephraimephraim included each interview

question what matters you informant asked specification

questions parameters I1 left question wide open responses I1 received

remarkably little variance relative questions interview guide

especially noteworthy since pool informants deliberately proportionately

representative I1 sought overrepresent those might deviate common

purposes nevertheless pattern remained answer question what matters

fully half my informants responded family related answer my

children spouse etc first answer three named religion

related answer god church etc first pattern placing family religion

top priority list held across denominations surveyed including those

defined religious attitude contrary denomination held across

anglo hispanic ethnic division rarely less ten did first response

question center common theme students mentioned

educational career ambitions occasional references health general

improvement peace happiness counting important values

mentioned whatever order stated eighty percent respondents named

family religion both
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those understand mormonism surprised finding

family religion important americans generally mormonscormons place

particular emphasis two being linked doctrinally appears non

mormonscormons do well remain mormon village share these same fundamental

values

level conubonucommitmentnitmentfitment these principles appears bethe final element

need assess order evaluate overall solidarity mormon village

commitment course clearly difficult thing measure I1 present evidence few

statements mormon villagers provide clues feelings these common

values

you family thats spiritually strong theres greater building block
building strong community greater building block none

whatsoever fact building block far im concerned

my family everything me I1 think everyone say same thing
reasons I1 know what family where going

what ultimate goal family families forever means
church matters theyre side side you cant without

what matters me injustunjustjust totally overall probably sense religious
identity oneness god matters me makes me involved

needs others

where conviction goes deeper surface do your relationship
god I1 say you dont feel responsibility knowing

sovereign god then what you do your own time doesnt matter you
do feel responsibility sovereign god then what you do your own time

big importance

appears people mormon village strongly committed two

values purposes promoting family religion commitment seems

cut across religious ethnic differences
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evidence solidarity I1 posed question mormon

bishop town whom I1 spoke casually answer summary following

degree solidarity highly related amount service goes
wards solidarity others those wards everyone

serving everyone course just action though feeling
behind you get experience you see someone exemplifies
mother theresa gordon B hinckley you think hey I1 like thats
good people help each around town person greets someone kindly

sidewalk day someone takes bread neighbor saying hey I1

just thinking you someone else sees action may start thinking
you know maybe something maybe something

below surface feeling behind action catches thats
how lot things like prayer you dont really understand prayer
until youve pray something your heart then you understand

meaning behind action

asian minority ephraim presents interesting counterpoint issue

solidarity american stereotype asian culture asians should even

solidary people raised america where rugged individualist glorified

asian woman familiar contrast animated tone explained

me

maybe japanese make importance you know I1 see many pressures
japanese make group maybe japanese like union example japan
go high school junior high school uniforms older people

older people young people make group go make trip
make group individual

explained perspective americans clearly did place much

importance group result japanese come united states often feel

left later interview said career development

important thing I1 curious how felt dominant local norms

appropriate interval conversation I1 asked how do you feel family

how important family you paused forjustlorjustjust moment then broke laughter
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said oh maybe individual course ought recognize context

informantinformants experience temporarily living away family

purpose career advancement necessarily representative asians raised

homeland informant east asian descent LDS

response followupfollow question family indicated course family

important hardly needs mentioned

reader acquainted range mormon village studies may note

my findings foundational values community do agree

findings researchers these comparative study values

five cultures known rimrock study conducted group social

scientists harvard university western new mexico 1949 1955

researchers sought describe compare principal values characterize

navajo zuni mormon texan spanish american cultures hand

findings present study do lend support those ofodeaodea 1972127

observed

mormonscormons religious group central mormon identity
membership formally organized church auxiliary organizations

part picture family kinship basic mormon
values

however members rimrock study team came different conclusion

regard basic elements mormon value structure point these

investigators present brief capsule each cultural group identify what

consider distinguishing value group reason

selection paragraph fundamental value mormon culture reads
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shift elizabethan family polygynous family between 1840 1890 led
exclusive mother infant sleeping arrangements postpartum sex taboo

turnmm required rigid sex impulse control prevent mother son incest
emphasis upon virtue dominant value italics original vogt

albert 196729

different conclusions issue may result our different theoretical

approaches my approach apparently odeas extent show

respect study populations ability interpret own cultural norms vogt

albert did demonstrate attempt allow mormon villagers define own

culture choosing instead impose foreign theory case freudian analysis

study population then selecting anything current past experience

population might support theory I1 take issue method theory

construction does respect population under study theory

itself my view freudian theory applies assumes priori population

individual under study mentally ill research question becomes why

group person mentally ill freudian analysis then proceeds certain nonempirical

assumptions groups persons psychological makeup thus conclusions

based type theory method virtually given beginning

my contrasting theory method find evidence sex rather restraint

therefrom root value mormonism family true certain boundaries

placed sexual expression mormon sexual norms derive mormon idealization

family structure doctrines eternal families purpose

mortality assert family religion root mormon values carries

greater theoretical utility explain mormon sexual norms may

explain broad range aspects mormon life including family structure educational
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patterns employment patterns religious behavior mental health recreational

activities

I1 observation experience solidarity mormonmonnon

village may element solidarity particularly mormon least

my field notes interview transcripts among latter day saints

pattern appeared clearly strongly began I1 ephraim march

1997 doing preliminary investigation evaluate whether ethnography

community feasible while I1 brief conversation local

resident began talk ephraim how different

towns sanpete valley I1 asked how tell difference asked

you LDSLDST I1 said I1 said better spirit ephraim

feels different

retrospect I1 realized several key elements exchange first you

LDSLDST gatekeeper question apparently believed listener LDS

understand meaning least respond appropriately second

justification difference done basis balancing rational criteria

nonrationalnon rational spirit feeling tiptintlethird1l rd understood appeal these non-

rational elements sufficient answer question further explanation

needed mormon understand what meant

surveying interview transcripts I1 found pattern among LDS

informants following example note how informant uses feeling similar

concept know something distinguish between things

always sensed felt known united attitude
friendly atmosphere caring each difficulties occur
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funerals deaths surgery accidents people flock food caring
words forth doesnt seem prevalent manti seven
miles away nor mount pleasant fairview just dont get
feeling others come town lived here recently

feeling unique characteristic mormon village

well youre just comfortable you know my girlfriends 1I go
shopping go ride something say word
know well just feeling you

felt really good moving ephraim my wife liked small
town too kind grew environment felt really good here

liked green grass I1 dont know just felt like ephraim really
great place live

I1 asked informant what those values important you live

responded

articles faith commandments I1 guess those major
ones thats kind hard thing mostly doing what youyoufeelfeel what god
wants you do what youyoufeelfeel what savior done what
you feel right you tell somethingsthings right somethingsthings
right emphasis original

mormon sacrament meetings principal weekly worship service

members congregation often invited speak occasion describe

process went through make decision may decision where

live school attend whom marry four sundays I1 residence

ephraim surfaced pattern these narratives begin statement

problem then speaker presents evidence rational manner sometimes

mentioning option seemed best method sometimes speaker

mention praying issue finally speaker identify feeling impression

go way may confirm decision formerly arrived upon

may refute narrative ends conclusion obvious mormon

audiences speaker acts agreement subjective impression form
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narrative presented mormon speaker mormon meeting company

mormonscormonsMormons further suggests meant mormon narrative

information available me present project I1 am able evaluate extent

similar pattern may exist within groups

my data do point central concept solidarity namely affective

attachment common purpose indicate strongest bases

solidarity mormon village family religion how solidarity sustained

particular social environment mormon village our next concern

first review nelsonsbelsonsNelsons notion four ways mormonscormons forged sense solidarity

how relevant today then consider recent additions

repertoire ofephraimsephraimsephraimeEphraimsalms solidarity building activities

principles solidarity FORMAfora1aforajaTION

leadership

joseph smith jr brigham young faded bit background

daily life mormon village often mentioned classes taught LDS

sunday school classes schoolchildrenschool children learn them history lessons

while name recognition very high influence mostly indirect lives

reinterpreted light current social political environment thereby

creating continuous progressive narrative early period LDS church history

present ephraimsephraimeEphraims people recognize much present social

circumstances including very existence town much LDS churchschurche

organization doctrine largely derived these men
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much surprise well known following deaths

charismatic leaders followers either adapt current social reality see group

influence identity wane far contemporary LDS leadership figures

concerned far commonly named person gordon B hinckley

now president church jesus christ latter day saints extent

qualifies charismatic leader sense lowry nelson used term

question

nelson 19319300 2211 identified following four elements acquisition

prestige

1 identification older prestige

2 demonstration superiority techniques group approves
language possession extraordinary powers learning etc

3 manufacture public opinion use legends organs opinion
tend feed stereotype bring crowd mind images

favorable leader

4 exhibitions sympathy friendliness general identification group
sentiments ideals

becoming successor same prophetic office previously occupied joseph

smith jr brigham young hinckley identified himself older prestige

hinckley taken advantage various organs opinion establish certain

image these organs included publication biography hinckley

production biographical video hinckleysHinckleys life widespread travel

allows members church see prophet personally clear

identified himself group sentiments ideals exception hinckley

received censure informant willingness cordial U president
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bill clinton besides media controlled churchhinckleychurch hinckley cooperated

time magazine feature story mormonscormonsMormons mike wallaces investigation

mormonism aired television show 60 minutes

second item however seems little grounds compare

joseph smith jr brigham young gordon B hinckley nelson 1930 asserts

smith received prestige acts translating ancient records receivingoriginalreceiving original

revelations added scripture healing sick casting devils

prophesying young cited practical skills dealing mundane affairs

building empire delivering group enemies nelson 193024

difficult compare gordon B hinckley these sorts activities part

problem making comparison historical circumstances

comparable brigham young example ordered establishment towns

sanpeteSanpete hundreds people obeyed presumably devotionofdevotion since came

good measure sacrifice including loss life arrington 195819 describes

extent brigham youngs control early mormon movement toward within

west

combined means saints thus voluntarily placed disposal
committee camp israel brigham young

chairman brigham young regarded spiritual well
temporal leader interpreted delegated powers under covenant very
broadly men supplies monies commandeered
accomplishment common goal

1990s simply do constitute era physical colonization prophetic

calls action do generally come large scale group calls usually come

individually do require sudden major lifestylelife style changes like call leave

ones comfortable urban home become subsistence farmer bank muddy
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creek nevada calls serve church missions probably best examples

dramatic individual calls quite few directives given generally must

applied individually result compliance very hard measure kind

large scale

I1 noted several elements social life ephraim suggest allegiance

agreement positions taken LDS prophet several LDSLIDSliosllos women stressed

importance mothers staying home children always context own

status mothers homemakers might taken adherence

instructions LDS church leaders strongly advised same ironically

male LDS informants emphatic point many homes I1 visited

books present living rooms interviewees book recently

published biography president hinckley go forward faith often

displayed prominently face coffee table I1 never saw dusty copy

true even july general lack dust even

literature next dusty local leaders political religious

received measure criticism informants rarely criticized president hinckley

directly heritage emphasized LDS church generally during hinckleysHinck leys

administration ephraimsephraimeEphraims local heritage movement already well established long

before hinckley took present position cannot seen merely response

LDS presidents themes

hand evidence less full compliance

central church directives prominent ephraim LDS church authority told me

concerns brethren express pulpit weve got them
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LDS young men go missions directed current recent LDS

church presidents appears minority LDS church members give

significant voluntary community service beyond boundaries own religious

congregation existence sexual immorality noted many informants

while suggests current LDS church leadership does hold perfect sway

lives members does necessarily mean conditions changed

worse deviance kind another part LDS church history

beginning church educational system 1993 improvements declines must

specifically documented against benchmark data kind

worthwhile note local ecclesiastical leaders do hold good

measure autonomy affecting lives members personal interviews

members bishops members stake presidenciespresidencies free inquire moral

aspect members lives disciplinary councils members standing

church brought question result members alleged acts held

local level presided local leaders presiding local meetings these

leaders great deal influence tone content counsel members

members personal problems direct staffing oi local members organizational

positions unit ensure correct doctrine taught meetings

church standards followed bishops local leaders play prominent

roles major life events local members including births baptisms missions

marriages deaths while I1 ephraim certain home caught fire while

couple owned away first people informed stake
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president looked safety family members assessed extent

damage notified owners situation

finally significance local ecclesiastical organization LDS residents

ephraim indicated corncommentsments several informants might posit

kind unity between ephraim manti since two towns share same junior high

school high school union simple since towns split two

separate LDS stakes during 1980s division stakes created ephraim

stronger identity apart neighbor south five resident LDS wards

ephraim people claim better basis distinctions among

wards I1 saw evidence perhaps I1 town another time

during church basketball season I1 might discovered invidious comparisons

between wards I1 found none

summary evidence mixed issue leadership several

evidences congruence between beliefs behavior people ephraim

wishes LDS church president gordon B hinckley does seem sufficient

conclude respects hinckley plays same role LDS church members

joseph smith jr brigham young did hinckleysHinckleys leadership style appears

individually oriented does generally require sudden major lifestyle

changes general local LDS leaders quite involved members lives

receive mix criticism praise compliance noncompliance

appellation charismatic leadership seems inapplicable
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ideology

nelson 1930 suggested many significant integrating doctrines

taught LDSLIDS church named four them doctrine

perfectibility individuals importance lay members including relative

absence organizational elite practice secret ritual particularly within

mormon temples breadth mormon doctrine allows latter day saints

accept truth source these doctrines still believed taught

LDSLIDS church

recent research foundational doctrines LDS church focused

millennialism vial aspect shepherd shepherd 19941641651994164 165 asserted

transcendent cause latter day saints collectively attached

millennial belief divine mandate build kingdom god earth

culminating episode human history underwood 1996 went much detail

what constitutes mormonmonnonmonnon millennialism illustrating how contrary forms

millennial doctrine translated practical action prescribes concrete activities

mormonscormons do today facilitate otherwise prepare eschatological events

these include gathering zion performing missionary work among gentiles

forms millennialism example modeled inevitable gradual transition

thousand years prosperity belief common american

christianity nineteenth century did prescribe course action

adherents men women watch while hand god directed society

toward ends benefit
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however shepherd shepherd 1986126 analyzing public mormon

rhetoric note twentieth century seen dramatic decline persecution

utopian themes associated mormonscormonsMormons nineteenth century conceptions literal

material zion eschatological kingdom god earth does indicate

reversal hedging traditional mormon beliefbellef doctrines millennialism

those mentioned nelson still implicit LDS missionary service marriage

parenting practices doctrines repentance education

repeated explicitly often may well result having them well

established mormonmonnon thought do need constantly reintroduced

another possibility rank file ofmormonismmormonism well acquainted

mormon model millennial vision perceives having remote

consequences modem life

discussion doctrinal themes frequently observed daily discourse

mormonmonnon village course common element religious services

locality denominational differences how doctrine treated public

meetings while denominations speakers taught doctrine recognized

scripture public speakers major weekly worship services LDS church

church bible prone catholic priest draw practical

recommendations church doctrines comparison themes covered

meetings each three resident churches illustrates

speakers LDS service delivered following admonitions serve your

family committed christ sacrifice your own desires bring good

humble grateful what you received pray study scriptures find good
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examples emulate them dont lose your temper priesthood powerful

force earth person receives joy helping others do what right

service church bible pastor taught god brought death

world performed first sacrifice blood must shed consequence

sin willing taught place gods above your own stress guilt sometimes

result hearkening god sin always carries penalty you saved faith

confess jesus good works do save do make god happy likely

follow lives those saved

catholic priest taught congregation week person prophet

shows example love christ called prophets mary

ever virgin bible brother sister mean cousin best friend

intimate paul thornthom flesh though identified allowed him feel

connection christ cross should see our thorns weaknesses

opportunities growth jews exiled disobedience our day prophecy

doing saying

now these examples lack contextual information link together

principles made each discourse point illustrate difference

practical admonition latter day saint speakers unlikely state doctrine unless

linked practical action 4 may related ericksensEricksens 1922

observation mormon beliefs closely related practical material

circumstances pastor church bible linked doctrine practical

action did fit quite many practical admonitions meeting LDS

speakers did finally catholic priest spent good proportion discourse stating
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doctrine letting stand own merits did conclude importance

doing did spell what entailed

summary I1 reason believe religious doctrine less

significant Monnonmormonismism now nineteenth century certain doctrines

may discussed much frequency doctrine still central mormon

identity contemporary mormon village monmormonmonnonnon religious speakers distinguish

themselves greater propensity link doctrine practical admonition

conflict

ericksen 1922 303 0 explained mormonism passed beyond period

outright persecution effects remain

although great conflict gentiles practically ended expulsion
nauvoo psychological effect still remains functions vitally life
people struggle too intense emotional excitement too

great quickly eliminated consciousness tendency
rehearse great conflict religious services

nelson 19319300 observed mormonscormons tended group together face

outside threats keeping image persecution alive maintained

social effect course nelsonsbelsonsNelsons assertion merely sequential correlation

first persecution then solidarity causation ephraim resident gave me

interpretation causation follows told me

I1 bomborn non LDS city west great deal anti
mormon sentiment really persecuted anti mormon

I1 wasnt unity except our little LDS
membership very united wonderful

I1 asked whether unity anti mormon pressure answer

quick deliberate
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firm faith

apparently believes mormonscormons knew while growing united

regardless whether persecuted since unity resulted

commitment common faith pressured pulling together

attributes intrinsic factors rather extrinsic perspective

ericksen 1922 developed much nelson 1930193 0

contrast todays ephraim persecution metaphor material

reality however remains strong metaphor I1 realized attending missionary

farewell 5 missionary being sent war typically latter day saints

living mormon heartland involves leaving predominantly LDS environment

go non LDS environment intent sharing gospel people

6 strong emotions present during missionary farewell comparable

those present family sends member conventional warfare I1 do consider

these emotions indicate faltering social relationships qua bellah 1967 rather

indication strong affective commitment mormonscormons institutions

religion family

several local residents told me commitment does indeed weaken during

periods peace undesirable conflict does fine job raising

consciousness fundamental social values example informant explained

unfortunately seems takes conflict specifically wars inspire
patriotism during those times conflict people seem work better
together work harder accomplish something
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respondents these did openly wish conflict did suggest

effects these conflicts good often expressed regret

take much stir feeling activity

external conflict mostly thing past kept alive through stories

through metaphorical extension present day situations missionary work

informants admit positive power persecution create solidarity wish

way promote

cooperation place environment

nelson 193193027027 called mormon cooperation relationship

supreme explained cooperation necessary coping mechanism face

challenges natural environment mode survival

large group arrives frontier must suddenly build roads irrigation canals housing

manufacturing merchandising

once built though cooperation usually life sustaining necessity

establishment enforcement city level planning zoning ordinances

relatively new innovation ephraim 1997 reportedly caused quite bit

chafing against city government making requirements placing limitations

people 1997 ephraim just finishing project paving

streets unlike cooperative projects during settlement period work streets

done contractor hired city residents part vote

against them then either enjoy them complain expense fact

roads left torn winter long how even paved streets developed potholespotholedpotholes 7
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unlike situation pioneer times contemporary ephraim cooperation

usually environmental imperative event often cited

cooperation vital managing environmental threat towns

response flooding 1983 1I quote extensively informants narrative

experience left quite impression upon locals involved full account

allow reader get better feel emotion involved

lot snow these mountains then got very warm
water started coming down mountain danger flooding

meeting church here packed people
hadnt inside church whole lives I1 think
city council engineer come said what you need do
protect community far flooding concerned water needs
diverted outside town didnt come crashing down through little
creek goes under city building across street comes
behind theater park just raging
thing needs done water needs diverted town

old gravel pit first east between seventh
eight south east side street decided divert water

gravel pit fill overflow come down through those
peoples property go across main highway go down west side

valley going flood those people farmland forth
pastures west side valley before went river
probably cause damage san pitch river receptacle

put
discussion held maybe half hour proposition do

do create problem create
problem you know men whose land water going

run going crop year going
inundate farmingfanning area stood said what needs done
lets get those people came right together damage done

west end town water table came high few
homes west side third west down got water basement

real damage done house
exciting me see those people come together like I1

guess thats solidarity I1 get really emotional I1

participated exciting theres another big ditch here
north side town couple homes danger
kids getting six oclock morning going down here
parking lot behind library filling sandbagssandbarssandbags farmers everybody six oclock

morning loading trucks taking them banking those ditches
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those people wouldnt damage homes you know
everybody do whole community turned just
exciting whole community buzzing activity

I1 think everybody goes own way take what
granted little bit comes right down solidarity here

sort narrative does seem agree somewhat glamorized accounts

mormon pioneers conquering wilderness through selflessness hard work

cooperation however incident described me natural

environment presented major threat group group pulled together

cooperated protect life property hand experiences leave clear

lasting imprint consciousness community thereby providing members

community evidence group identity hence story ends

conclusion comes right down solidarity here

hand event does characterize common day day experience living

community

broader sense ephraimitesEphraimites followed national trend beginning

see natural environment aesthetic recreational asset rather

obstacle progress I1 asked how community changed resident

said weve progressed took our old trees put streets then added

cynically 1I guess thats progress enough natural environment still around

becomes oft cited amenity town

mountains still form our recreation theyre beautiful theyre
apartofephraimpart ephraim

people like scenery I1 used argue man nebraska said
plains security I1 said mountains security said
couldnt you earthquakes I1 said well you
tornadoes I1 think lot people feel security looking every morning
seeing beautiful mountain
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couple told me how environment thing really struck them having

just moved ephraim metropolitan area

husband my favorite thing around here first thing comes mind
man you night you see stars you know city you know you

see brightest stars here theres like hundreds them

wife hundreds millions

husband thousands you see then clean air
environmental things I11 really enjoy

appreciation environment becomes strong few cases even takes

priority religious duties two respondents explained

weve got campin trip comes before going church

I1 first moved here I1 remember them going church sunday
deer hunt theyre saying brother whoschos sunday school
president excusing him today family deer hunting
woahaoah type thing very big during hunting season still bigfor
lot families whole family does those things together

ephraimsephraimeEphraims natural environment valued aesthetic recreational

values become icon commitment local identity values

groups relationship environment never given space tool ever available

appropriation reinterpretation lefebvre 197631197631 makes point

space scientific object removed ideology politics always
ideological strategic space air neutrality indifference
regard contents thus seems purely formal epitome

rational abstraction precisely already occupied used
already focus past processes whose traces always

evident landscape space seems homogeneous seems
completely objective pure form ascertain social

product

mormonscormons left populated east defined western

frontier ahead them dark wilderness undesirable land exile evidence
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gods displeasure least neglect upon them instead while do call

region desert emphasis moral symbolism moral growth

comes interaction example respondent told me

I1 think valley pretty hostile valley far climate concerned
crops livestock harsh winters dont much water

may bad produces people strong wills strong
commitments

another place where find conscious process definition between people

environment mormon hymns following examples selections

mormon hymns hymns whose words altered mormonscormonsMormons

unheeding still thefiercestfiercest blasts blow
tops encrusted eternal snow

tow ring peaks shield tender sod
stand types ofeofffreedomoffteedomteedom reared nature god

hymns church ofjesusjesus christ oflatterlatter day saints 1985 37

strength hills bless thee our god ourfathersour mathersfathers god
thou hast made thy children mighty touch mountain sod
thou hast led thy chosen israel toftefreedomtofteedomedom abode

strength hills bless our god ourfathersour mathersfathers god
hymns odtherhe church ofjesusjesus christ oflatterlatter day saints 1985 35

firm mountains around us stalwart brave stand
rock ourfathersour fathers planted us goodly land

rock ofhonorhonor virtue offaithraithfaithralth living god
raised banner triumphant desert sod

hymns church ofjesusjesus christ oflatterlatter dadayY saints 1985 255

appropriate discuss hynaynhymns thesis ephraim without

mentioning hymn entitled ye elders israel chorus announces

0 babylon 0 babylon bid theefarewellthee farewell
re going mountains ofephraimephraim dwell

hymns odtheofthe church ofjesusjesus christ oflatterlatter day saints 1985 319
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having raised outside utah I1 always taken passage metaphorical

least referring rocky mountains general however I1 informed

ephraimite mountain singing

addition strong language used these hynaynhymnm passages

first presented LDS hymnal bold tunes accompany them clear

wilderness mormonmonnonmonnon west image fear darkness loneliness

fact mormonscormons reversed expected metaphor attaching negative imagery every

place

mormonscormons applied hymn ill go where you want me go LDS

missionary service note how context going mission field among

gentiles constitutes going down unknown path may pleasant

missionary

mamayy mountain height stormy sea
mamayy battle sfrontfrontsfrona my lord need ofmeoameme

still small voice calls paths I1I1 do know

ill answer dear lord my hand thine ill171liiloi go where you want me go
hymns church ofjesusjesus christ oflatterlatter day saints 1985 270

here leaving ones mormon home go mission might involve climbing

mountain crossing stormy sea entering heat battle challenge

remains definite possibility face inhospitable prospects traversing

unknown land missionary expresses dependence upon lord

consider how another hymn celebrates how mormonism gives light world

languishing darkness

searching darkness nations wept
watchingforwatchinghatching por dawn vigil ve kept

now rejoice long night 0 er
truth earth once
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oh how gloriousftomglorious throne above
shines gospel light truth love

bright sun heavenly ray
lights every land today

hymns church ofjesusjesus christ oflatterlatter day saints 1985 264

mormon relationship place environment changed

meaning carried middle nineteenth century longer requires

cooperation since improvements technology available capital made

longer imperative however environment appreciated aesthetic

recreational value even though yesterdays foreboding wilderness

become symbol freedom strength moral virtue contrast dark

treacherous world beyond borders

summary contrary my original hypotheses each four factors

identified nelson indeed still relevant social life ephraim today however

them adapted fit changing social circumstances life town

supports my original assumptions these however ways

ephraimitesEphraimites develop express maintain solidarity locality

additional ways presented extant research findings mormon

villages object next section

114INTENANCEmaintenance solidarity
ephraimitesEphraimites established certain set norms seem capable

perpetuating sense community apply gossip service identity

heritage each these norms fact create divisions among residents

ephraim large seem applied way positive

effect community life
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gossip

residents ephraim recognize gossip very harmful

recognize tool good difference seems harmful gossip

focuses character another reinforces negative stereotypes person group

people does propose expect action taken resolve problem

operates separate person sharing gossip person activity gossiped

stories butler 1950 outlined research ephraim folklore do

qualify negative gossip primarily cases do serve separate

storyteller humorous situation being described indeed part humor

storyteller group bearing brunt joke collectively

ephraim folk stories us them

still plenty negative gossip going reluctantly accepted

part community life ephraimitesEphraimites dont generally believe negative aspects

must prevail

still small town gossip thing theres little goes
coffee ship here where problems solved tone

here sarcastic lot seems antigovernmentanti government even anti-
church I1 think gossipy thing antigovernmentanti government thing maybe thats
something just part community I1 dont know I1 think lot

gossip goes people care someone having problem
kinds I1 think people very sympathetic I1 think reason people want

know things do care maybe positive thing
way

how does gossip become positive here how process seems work

someone tells you problem someone else facing you duly express concern

person then you evaluate how you help something you

do you do you pass story along someone else hope
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before too long gossip reach someone position give aid distressed

neighbor what I1 hear response times ephraim waiting period

usually very long sometimes help comes within hours person receiving

aid idea how helpers learned problem leamlearn

someone elsesalses need able help neglect do places person

violation community norms words ephraim residents

you go down store you know well did you hear
oh you know then theyll fill you you go

do what you do help

do kind take care each others information children
perceived gossip you perceived information

part ephraim perceived information you try help each
now maybe im perceives I1 dont think

I1 think really do you know great help raise large family

whenever theres need something sometimes you do call
relief society presidents theyll mention wards well get
action certain area say sub santa get food

donations something like

people theyre concerned each like know whats
going people town anything needs done theyre
right help

I1 feel like fact people kind want know what youre doing
coming smaller towns california people way you
down thats problem I1 guess difference why do want know
around here people want know generally care theyre
interested you just sense community here

boys figure next story probably thought word circled back

gossip didnt qualify help illustrates how gossip tends regard

individual actions terms longtermlong term wellbeingwell being community

I1 neighbor here called just few years ago said now I1 dont
know theres connection I1 noticed your son neighbor boy
having bee bee guns pointed street light here day
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dameddarned I1 didnt notice street light didnt work night I1 dont know
theres connection I1 thought youd like know well thanks

calling you know well take care yes did you know go
down city talk mayor say okay these kids shot
light what I1 em do well costs forty dollars em
do little service okay well em pick garbage along side

road yeah sounds like good idea leaned cane
valley road paid lights now I1 dont know how gets
handled big cities my sense wouldnt handled quite
easily

effective informal communication networks does

drawbacks information may entirely correct responded wryly

observed

thats drawbacks everybody knows your business
you do

general feeling seems risks passing along misleading information

worth another informant noted culturally important information

open where dealt information wrong

corrected information correct then action taken

sometimes local norms clash general LDS norms instances include

cases where event involves action threatens persons membership LDS

church say example case adultery local norms dictate

everyone should know appropriate emotional support

given spouse whose partner cheated him

important residents know unfaithful individuals appropriately

punished mormonscormons strong sense justiceofjustice even though doctrine indicates

much justice must wait until life served even though mormon

doctrine contains strong presence mercy mormonscormons like see end
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story victims vindicated evildoers punished however

LDS policy support local gossip circles behavior adultery handled very

private councils interviews public sharing what said

decided councils usually discouraged respect LDS policy local

culture remain odds

language barrier spanish speaking minority virtually

entirely cut off positive gossip circles gossip does circulate them

quite ill informed general does allow positive action since does

identify person helped rhetoric english speaking ephraim

quarantines hispanic minority vague generalizations do suggest

inclusive course action

data including information provided spanish speaking informants do

describe functioning positive gossip circles between neighbors within hispanic

population ephraim do indicate direct communication problems within

close relations between spouses between parents children within

formal organizations catholic church

service

should clear preceding discussion successful positive

application gossip norms depends upon successful positive application service

norms takes upon herself himself change local circumstances gossip

becomes social liability

rochat modigliani 1995 alleged kindness moralistic

goodness effective need heroic need ordinary
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considered narratives given residents small town oflele chambon france

defied demands nazi vichy governments saved lives

approximately five thousand refugees during world war II11 found

those refused obey orders authorities came aid
persecuted people neither saints nor heroes rather goodness

ordinary men women responsive victims manifest need
help way acted part everyday life did

perceive something extraordinary did feel like heroes time
nor do want seen retrospect rochat modigliani
1995197

yet very reason large proportion local population perceived

small simple acts kindness quite ordinary collectively

accomplished effective humanitarian operations war

completely new experience received prior training
evolved through developmental learning process did thing

time thing each move bringing them closer
becoming rescuers admire today outset merely decent
persons helping those need however these small early steps ended
making difference between life death thousands refugees rochat

modigliani 1995205

two authors conclude even though arendts thesis banality evil may

true yet does preclude complementary ordinariness goodness

give much relief human suffering spite whatever external demands may placed

upon group

clear how extensive among people ofephraimephraim propensity give

service man leadership ward introduced me eighty

twenty rule

ward wide service project id say activities ive
you seem see same faces like whether putting chairs helping
someone project meones house moving yeah I1 mean same
everywhere just like eighty twenty rule twenty percent people do
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eighty percent work you know again theres responsibility
going service projects I1 think

noting responsibility may entail formal organized service projects

points important distinction between formal service informal service

another man told me possible small town become too organized

potential threat mormon villages least since ericksen nelson therefore

seem beauty culture service widespread

whether organized assigned ideally should characterize everyday life

few scattered crises short kindness should ordinary anecdotal

evidence inadequate answer question just how pervasive service

what scale occurs hears ephraim both positive negative sides story

I1 like feeling my little downs boy just go community
people watching him time went way down street next
main street neighbors down put little bike
pickup drive him home people look each lot

I1 feel badly lot youth growing dont realize how fun
job work cuz dont want first thing theyll say well

how much you pay me theres cute little boy passes may house
going school asked me day shovel my path I1

said well yes id happy youd shovel well how much you pay
me you know I1 paid him cuz I1 glad get done feeling

wanting help somebody else teaching our children now

saw I1 think saturday park doing group
service project amazing how many people came me said why
dont do often need losing sense
community dont do these things service probably area
brings

support group unwed mothers both parents mothers
come people trained help reaching help

support these things surface even know
what going you dont go around waving your hands saying
look what doing obviously dont see doesnt

mean happening just loudly proclaimed you know
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I1 feel remiss I1 hear people I1 know criticize church hada
group organized go landscape catholic church
these public affairs projects LDS stakes participated put
sprinkling system trucks got lot things donated then gave
labor said let them put own sprinkler system do
things them do themselves rob them opportunities
grow my response doing them doing us

need leamlearn give

I1 go day giving you examples good things people done
dont necessarily active mormonscormons do my husband

died I1 relative here done lot drinking life marian
said ive got load wood my little pickup said you like
fire holidays buried my husband day before thanksgiving
said 1I thought maybe youd like fire holidays ill bring down
brought down unloaded you cant put price those kind stuff

kind fun story right time I1 learned how drive my
dad told me pull my truck onto lawn wash big ditch

front our lawn I1 didnt realize I1 should angle I1 just went
tried go straight I1 got stuck right front my house you know
young kid sixteen years old truck stuck right front house
wasnt macho thing happen like second car passed

guy knew chain truck just pulled
right pulled onto lawn washed problem

happened time I1 got my truck stuck time mountain
field snow I1 just came down knocked my next door neighbors door

got four wheel drive went got unstuck
happens lot me getting my truck stuck people helping me

story young respondent male early 20s strongly rejected

notion people ephraim serve each times crisis

counterexample told me family next door neighbors running

competition see take each trash first garbage day

following sequence I1 wanted know why does how common sort

thing among people age

like scouts food drive pick canned food take down
food bank then food bank distributes people needy I1 went
down couple times helped them distribute put away cans
things like
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interviewer why did you do

I1 thought good thing do kind fun I1 went
date kind fun accomplished two things fun helped
somebody

interviewer wasnt part club church activity

wasnt I1 called friend went

interviewer do you know many people do ajservice activity
just funfan structurally organizationally expected

I1 dont know im sure im sure

interviewer you havent heard people do type thing
dates

I1 guess now you mention lot

asked why just spontaneously engaged helping behavior informants

first response morally evaluative 1I thought good thing do

reflex response speak chose help food bank

morally good changed tone voice add kind fun

suggesting fun secondary justification matter perhaps justification

find socially acceptable

however able describe own behavior commonplace

illustrated these several examples people believe service frequent

give several examples cite few examples express wish

common speak how much propensity toward service lacking

ephraim latter category least represented within my sample

sampling technique likely placed particular emphasis people involved

service each three categories both men women younger
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mature people hold high profile positions people do mexican

americans ephraim give mixed report attitudes toward service own

culture

anglos very interested helping hispanic community like I1

said people dont often pay much attention true you go give
them pair pants shirt hundred dollars theyll take you tell them
come want help you leamlearn everyone go

here town ephraim everyone mormonscormonsMormons those religion I11

treated them courteously I1 treat everyone properly I1 tell them im
interested your religion you want my friends you my friends

I1 help you something ill do you help me
respect well enough thats why earth serve

served should serve another

both english speakers spanish speakers express need cooperative activity

across ethnic divide language problem impediment frequently

cited people both sides

common denominator here service valued cases

appreciated occurs evidence service community norm further found

self evaluation respondent

I1 feel bad talking I1 think well maybe im
reaching enough doing

service may conceptualized both done concert norms

formal social organization done contrast even opposition

norms former I1 call voluntarism latter requires stronger

often done alone I1 call activism voluntarism doesnt attract much

attention individual actor activism does broadly acclaimed playing

vital role ephraim
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without volunteers couldnt run our city our schools everything hold
without volunteers I1 didnt realize until I1 worked city council

saw how many volunteers work keep city going cities size ofephraimephraim
simply do money

scandinavian festival I1 find dependent volunteers I1 find
very well qualified dependable volunteers each year

dont reinvent wheel activities do im pleased
I1 know many cities especially community really

dependent upon volunteer help many activities go especially big
activity like festival

I1 mean people do good things just tell you something neighbor did
me I1 drug garbage animal gotten knocked
trash trash everywhere I1 just baby I1

taking my garbage pulled driving down street
stopped helped me garbage I1 commented our church I1

said you know how many us done case
person helping person being helped same religious
denomination you know you get hurry go somewhere how many us

stop especially dirty garbage my eyes really
nice gesture

time my eldest son bom my mother relief society president
ward ephraim things impressed

overwhelming food came home unsolicited
occurs babies occurs sickness funerals my

ward generally make assignments serve

today I1 riding my boss tire middle road
stopped moved tire side road simple little

thing simple gesture thats kind things does time
without thinking

you know you just work church you pretty narrow you
dont realize theres people willing work church give

community service

sometimes service involves doing playing expected role within

organization performing acts community norms suggest

appropriate people reported stepping roles perform task

needed done keeping roles taking them extra measure these
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people indicate merely following along whatever presents itself enough

said informant

you want get involved community then you kind look
see what little niche you want join people make community

later informant told situation where spoke prevent problem althaith

young people skateboardingskateboarding nearby

skateboardersskateboarders banned lot places theres place
them go sport keeps kids doing something day I1

bunch them here I1 called them together said you guys
banned lot places probably your holdout right

here I1 said theres rules you want stay here theres
rules you go you dont throw garbage place you dont hassle
people getting cars theres cars here youre here you come

empty very simple rules I1 said you guys
behaving I1 said going ruin those I1 said you get
together police yourselves working really working

being activist herself woman teaching activism group young

people what told them what did

another informant told me sort attitude internalized

I1 think many times external internal im saying you arent
told do you do anyway I1 mean you forms
going go help brother needs help you
werent told go help him you go help him I1

think thats external commitment versus internal bonuconucommitmentnitmentfitment community
works organized group go help youre told youre
asked volunteer whatever you go motivations external

toward mainly losing our internal motivations
forced us just sit around let our neighbors starve

death go help them our own without having part
organized group person isnt part LDS community theyrere

gentile then going help them

putting philosophy practice gave man label

look someone representative hispanic community
outside catholic church reason see me well did

article tribune me down community activist maybe I1
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should business cards made community activist sounds like
subversive group something

stepping norms usually requires attachment principle merely people

organizations man found effects ofactivismactivism sometimes

generate attention expects

traditional law enforcement isnt way obtain compliance

ordinances public good

first here why you children playing street
activity going remember guy fast moving vehicle
those kids here I1 couldnt get police cooperate I1 went
talked him I1 told him well under circumstance

race along street those kids my talking him
effect anything else done

activism mormon village doesnt necessarily mean working against

system include stepping make sure system attains desired ends

another man explains

I1 my truck taken able catch fourteen year old boys did
five them county clerk serving clerk

judge invited me hearings wanted know I1 wanted
part I1 told him yes I1 went judge gave me
opportunity make statement I1 said judge two guilty parties
here boys took my truck guilty parents those boys
guilty my truck taken two oclock morning those
parents should allowed fourteen year old kids running
streets two oclock morning I1 said should two penalties
I1 suggest you assess parents penalty restore
scratches bumps dents my truck then assign boys help me

farm period time I1 said 1I raised my boys farm
came home night thing wanted do eat go

bed I1 said 1I like put shovel pick those boys hands
I1 assure you got home night thing theyd want

do eat go bed

lone crusaders seem exceptional I1 found many reports quiet

service done background little public recognition say
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activist place mormon village rather individual

articulates community values points community ways

failing attempt live them presumably healthy community

share both activists rank file volunteers

heritage

thomas odea 1957119 wrote much noted analysis ofmormonismmormonism

mormonism product time common men beginning
conceive great expectations self improvement based upon individual effort

place where expectations infused millennial aspirations
made poignant emotionalism enthusiastic religion

developed grew context own self consciousness strong group
loyalty reinforced belief own peculiarity special covenant

odeas stress individual effort neglects adequate consideration mormon

concept grace thereby giving false impression mormon belief nevertheless

our purposes passage sufficient linking religious justification ofactivismactivism

mormonismsMormonisms own self consciousness self consciousness nelson

missed studies developed mormonismsMormoni sms current sense heritage

odea continues noting how challenges lessons pioneers added

interpreted light mormon experience

I1 take social constructionist approach heritage does mean local

heritage inauthentic charge calhoun 1995 discredits fact social

constructionist approach identity indicates vitality community life

cultures collective identities constructions sort another
changed reformulated continually reconstructed time

very constructednessconstructedness source dynambynamdynamismism keeps them alive
comellcornell hartmann 199892
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stuart hall explained process identity construction necessarily circular both

reaching away another place time reaching back what

become 1990232 illustrates using caribbean identity model

africa necessary part caribbean imagery cant
literally go home again tony sewells documentary archival photographs
garveysgarvelsGarveys children legacy marcus garvey tells story return

african identity ends ethiopia garveysgarvelsGarveys statue front
st ann parish library jamaica our long journey home

these symbolic journeys necessary us necessarily circular
africa must return another route what africa become
new world what made africa africa retellre tell

through politics memory desire italics original

effect people seeking identity heritage do typically examine both

select therefrom those qualities processes

appreciate want develop then present resulting constructed

identity own why does constructed heritage become important rhea

explains

collective memory nation set beliefs past
nations citizens hold common publicly recognize legitimate
representations history collective memory important shared
beliefs past provide citizens common landmarks examples

referred addressing problems present rhea
19972

reason

public history promotes negative views group simply excludes
consideration does real harm living members group rhea

19972

written collective memory cannot part pool

draw solutions present problems since assume large portion

groups customs come ancestors exclude those forebears collective

memory remove consideration those living metaphors heritage
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may provide clues resolving present social problems involving group

among them problems inclusion

following examples how ephraimitesEphraimites define local heritage

community started having brigham young send scandinavians down
here history being church organized how good
community lot do religion you know LDS church
huge my mind thats why communitys good

scandinavian people real close family ties families
get together like afternoon maybe couple days week sit

porch like family

didnt drag handcart way across plains get here just drove
here commitment rather different I1 think effect tremendous
dedication purpose first generation people came 100

next generation came bomborn afterwards did participate
coming here probably trying find purpose why theyre

here

I1 think way really changed just dont extra time now
used work hard I1 mean I1 think those pioneer women things

used do theres way I1 work like did you know

I1 feel close someone ive never met thats I11 dont know why just reading
my great great grandmother I11 think sounded like

me thats why ive really curious thats written somebody else

im sure maybe really wasnt like ive really curious
meet I1 thought oh shesashes just like I1 am kind nut id love
meet

ive seen especially since studying pioneers year something
really amazing I1 think thats what draws me intrigues me era

time people really truly needed each I1 mean you didnt survive you
werent extremely close knit community

consciousness local heritage ephraim focuses settlement period

principles taught basis stories include religious connections spending time

family working hard being internally committed principle being mutually

committed each
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these examples local ephraim residents reflecting upon own

heritage whole town makes public display heritage each year memorial day

weekend holds scandinavian festival though clearly

commercial venture stories people tell homes still means

people telling own story way want told moral story

meant carry beyond borders community barthel 1996525319965253 explained

utopias serve ideological purposes form social critique
presenting alternative solutions visitors staged symbolic communities take
away souvenirs decorating ideas come away
lessons regarding identity history community

ilslis staged symbolic community authentic yes my opinion

community presented derived honest pursuit identity manner

described hall circular path linking present past true you go 1997

scandinavian festival ephraim what you get scandinavian d la ephraim 1997 say

you travel copenhagen year instead get true scandinavian culture what

you find likely you find scandinavian d la copenhagen 1997

what your definition scandinavian means copenhagen 1850 you bit

bind since hasnt existed practice approximately 150 years seems unlikely

1997 danes wear 1850 fashions daily activities

hard liner still insists authentic scandinavian let me ask another

question lets start certain number danes living copenhagen 1850

segment population migrates another place while another portion remains

both groups continue call themselves danish two claim

place called denmark both groups alter degree another whole array

cultural attributes including language musical tastes clothing cooking patterns
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employment housing although seen both groups cultural remnants

earlier era hundred fifty years later two groups differ each

differ what 150 years earlier then group migrated senses

urge redefine reassert identity does research old country

begins practice old traditions including retelling old stories cooking

old dishes even occasion wearing old fashions group stayed

does none preferring lifestyle quite different ancestors

authentic

providing groups activities solely purpose deception

then deliberate deception itself becomes cultural artifact scandinavian la

copenhagen 1850 indeed scandinavian d la copenhagen 1850 scandinavian d la

copenhagen 1997 indeed scandinavian d la copenhagen 1997 scandinavian d la

ephraim 1997 indeed scandinavian d la ephraim 1997 scandinavian itself

symbol amenable negotiation 8

may still object grounds mormon village scandinavian still

diluted english ancestry plus several european american ethnic groups

german irish welsh forth however I1 maintain my position ethnic

processes working among europeans america fundamentally

same ethnic processes working among europeans europe

thousands years central asians pushed europe occupied poland

raped many polish women these rapes resulting births

stayed behind poland others left does mean poles cant call

themselves polish anymore call themselves polish central asian
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modem irish part celtic during middle ages norwegian vikings

colonized island norwegiansNorwegians did keep themselves completely separate

celtic irish settled often families establishing political units

included both celtsbelts scandinavians celtsbelts acquiredsomeacquired cultural attributes

newcomers requires great stretch imagination deny

measure norwegian blood ireland yet still allow todays irish

irish mingling ethnic groups major theme european history

continued america major difference being seems happen

rapidly

discussion heritage point taken grated what actually vital

element ephraim heritage movement fact locally defined

nelson 1952 ericksen 1922 odea 19571957 observed LDS church

strong propensity top down directives create problem

local initiative mauss 1994 suggests further pattern centralized

control within LDS church latter half century exemplify group

writing I1 present odeas 19571641651957164 165 observations

congregationalism much part democratic habits converts
important however important may become either
registering assent leadership believed divinely inspired rebellion

general however mormonism reconciled two extremes combining

democracy participation oligarchy decision making command odea

1957165

14 accommodation between these two tendencies worked
sufficiently well permit effective operation church organization yet
remains potential source strain intellectuals actual source

difficulty odea 1957243
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I1 suggest pattern operating ephraim merely increasing

centralized authority within LDS church yes narrative presented informants

study presents little resistance LDS church authority during first century

towns history narrative however presents turning point happening luck

1952 just nelson publishing findings second

mormon village series book ends slightly less direct criticism

LDS church teaching members what think how think

narrative centers ephraim tabernacle 9 destroyed

saturday april 5 1952 while I1 ephraim story told me entirety

twice several people made reference portions following taken

my discussion second informant told me story

just felt like tragedy moved here late 1960s
heard people moaning lost tabernacle

you probably heard lot old tabernacle just those
sad things time church thought build new buildings

same place old tear down well wasnt adequate
modemmodern usage you know like buildings now course manti

added thereby preserving manti tabernacle
1950s I1 guess lot people town tried save just idea

church tear down must direct revelation wed
better do mess decided church building
committee wasnt really acting direct revelation sometimes
decisions I1 shouldnt talking those kinds things I1 guess

interviewer someone told me reason tore down
discovered few cracks foundation

well yeah tried get down dynamite
rock fell across street couldnt dynamite thing sturdy

yeah see just poor excuse tear down
easier build new yeah I1 dont know just different

mindsetmindret now fortunately theyve changed activities

interviewer now coopop main building historical significance
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yeah left ephraim college expanded torn
down many old historic homes really just wasnt anything left

just felt like cant lose too got busy did what
enough save

several versions narrative maintain stone blew off

supposedly unsound structure upon first detonation indicated narrative

event two effects local mind first reportedly left them less inclined

simply accept whatever comes LDS church headquarters second motivated

them take action prevent destruction icons local identity I1 do wish

overstate first effect ephraim today does appearance town total

apostasy locals take pride mormon roots village supports three LDS

stakes regular stake two college stakes temple trips reported frequent

LDS institute program large active what matters our purposes

narrative destruction ephraim tabernacle portrayed

commencement local initiative heritage development preservation

ephraimitesEphraimites taken several actions describe preserve local

heritage identity remarkable number actions considering size town

since 1970s publishing annual called saga ofsanpitchofSanpitch

dedicated local narrative lore restored number buildings co-

op relief society granary bishops storehouse three examples located

center town inside restored granary operate central utah art center

displays work local artists restored coopop building houses

cooperative mercantile common early utah where available

sale homemade crafts region locals begun regular upkeep

pioneer cemetery removing weeds developing list individuals known
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buried placed monuments historical markers pioneer

cemetery various locations around town identifying historic structures

sites initiated new program snow college few type

entire country reportedly west specialize traditional

building skills thereby obtaining official sanction capacity historic

restoration finally evidence perhaps scar left behind destruction

tabernacle ephraimitesEphraimites placed two dozen structures national state

registers historic places thereby preventing demolition even significant

alteration appearance these buildings

new direction heritage development may take represented relatively new

event pinata festival mostly fundraiser help hispanic youth participate

activities larger population potential acquiring real meaning

expression appreciation hispanic identity although tradition

few years old reportedly received favorably another reason

noteworthy represents willingness ephraimitesEphraimites celebrate heritage

even technically own

curiosity story destruction ofephraimsephraimsephraimeEphraimsalms tabernacle I1

looked incident contemporary editions ephraim enterprise local

newspaper publication always pro establishment inclination I1 found I1

did expect find great deal criticism incident I1 did seek third

person source regarding event enterprise did report controversy prior

destruction tabernacle instead reported progress plans replace

old west ward chapel new serviceable model announcements
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fund raisers became frequent until april 4 1952 paper carried

front page article entitled razing west ward chapel begin saturday text

article begins

available aaronic priesthood members west ward asked report
ward chapel 9 m saturday morning april 5 special

priesthood meeting purpose starting tear down famous old
building make room new chapel stake house seat I11100100loo
people provide abundance class rooms recreation halls etc

still mention controversy emphasis quickly moves

destruction old structure advantages projected building new

following week ephraim enterprise weekly paper surprisingly

nothing mentioned paper incident then next week dated april 18

1952 enterprise carried front page story entitled reasons given tearing down

ephraim tabernacle contains well written summary interview between

editor paper LDS stake president reuel E christensen already

reader note change tone just two weeks earlier building west

ward chapel now ephraim tabernacle two weeks earlier paper

included least attempt joke opening paragraph latter article contains

jokes text reads follows

17 years plans made abandoned remade remodel
old ephraim tabernacle modem chapel stake house without tearing
down historical building serving 81 years states
reuel E christensen stake president

matter remodeling states first considered 1937

member bishopric since then planned replanned
problem approached every conceivable angle times

seemed suitable plan made find flaw made
impracticable
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present building considerably changed original erected
1871 having additions remodeling previous years

height general construction building entire lack
plumbing did lend plans reconstruction pres christensen explains

weakness tower necessitated probably complete
reconstruction part old building cornice showed definite
signs deterioration
remodeling cost

investigation architect general authorities
recommended old building kept remodeled pres christensen
states then another architect sent make thorough check
items proposed remodeling determined cost
remodeling 15 per cent greater entirely new building

maintenance due excessive height factors 10 15

per cent greater
finally decided generation should practical leave

oncoming generation fine structure left us builders
18711871 pres christensen concluded

planned publish very near future architects drawing
new chapel stake house seating capacity I11100100loo

people whom able see speaker

article concludes announcement several pieces tabernacle

equipment formerly inside available free sale

note article regardless technical considerations

culminating justification destruction tabernacle call heritage

framing new project comparable done pioneers themselves

unconvincing reasoning may sound current ephraimitesEphraimites illustrates

significance heritage mormon villagers

chrCHACHAPTERPTER SUMMARYumaleumal4 R Y

present research identified several sources social division town

ofephraimephraim these include ethnic language socialization religious economic

differences together represent rather sizable challenge local solidarity

present research identified seven categories factors promote social solidarity
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ephraim four proposed nelson since modified locals three

developed longer period time evident now

leadership LDS church developed different style what

time settlement ephraim centralized LDS church leadership

though known generally respected less involved daily lives residents

while local LDS church leadership delegated quite few responsibilities

area LDS ideology maintained itself much same religious rhetoric

become less millennialist LDS rhetoric maintained preference practical

admonition local LDS congregations seem distinguish themselves even

denominations represented ephraim conflict reinterpreted

metaphor religious diligence environment come represent moral

values beyond mere necessity cooperation

since second mormon village series appears mormon villagers

developed local norms propensity sustain solidarity time these

include norms gossip combined common helping behavior strong local

heritage movement these norms form social support structure needed

information communicated rapidly resources voluntarily obtained

allocated individuals circumstances need them heritage

movement publicly proclaims common framework identity relevant residents

town suggested fact residents participate festival

whether scandinavian ancestry whether even

mormon movement may expand future years include groups

indicated recent innovation pinata festival
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CHAPTER 6 conclusions

chapter proceed along three lines first I1 evaluate research

findings light theory methods my hypotheses I1 assumed beginning

research project then I1 consider options future research

indicated these findings finally I1 make comments possible future

trajectories patterns social relationships ephraim

EevaluationszalVAL UA TIONS

beginning research project I1 criticized nelson forming

theory solidarity I1 hypothesized thereasonsreasons nelson suggested

solidarity declined theory solidarity formation

solidarity maintenance my primary purpose threefold first I1 attempted

establish definition solidarity relevant study community

second I1 reevaluated nelsonsbelsonsNelsons four factors promote solidarity believing originally

them ideology clearly maintain relevance time third

I1 sought evidence processes might maintain solidarity localityslocal itys basic

social structure established

first matter evidence provided residents ephraim indicates

solidarity necessarily simple oneness identity since different social groups

still recognized within solidarity relationships nor solidarity sameness action

belief solidarity sameness allows both solidarity social cleavages

coexist solidarity defined study population indicates affective

commitment common purpose put practice members group may
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differ preferred course action fact committed

same principles allows them cooperate extent necessary sustain those

principles solidarity evenly distributed throughout mormon village

likelihood never

prior beginning fieldwork I1 assumed solidarity

indicator community sincere consensus among members sample

meaning community I1 decline impose foreign definition

community upon sample I11 cannot make assertion relationship between

solidarity community

I1 found several means solidarity promoted maintained

mormon village evidence suggests leadership conflict cooperation

ideology do operate mormon village today same ways

seem operated seventy five years ago creating sense solidarity among

people locality however substantial amount evidence

each these factors valued parts practice perspective mormon village

mormon villagers reinterpreted reassigned roles each these processes play

lives I1 found local norms gossip service heritage

developed especially fifty years support attachment members

group common identity purpose

much interest community research 1990s defined terms

framework given wilkinson iggi19911991 divides meaning community

three parts

conventionally three elements community namely locality
local society process locality oriented collective actions community
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field locality territory where people live meet daily needs
together local society comprehensive network associations meeting
common needs expressing common interests community field process

interrelated actions through residents express common interest
local society wilkinson 19912

wilkinson then gives greatest interest work community field

interactions among members community asserts interaction fact

defining characteristic community I1 rejected notion preferring instead notions

community solidarity focused attention issues affect identity

responsibility presented theorists blea collins kanter bauman

reason I1 rejected interactionist notions community leave unanswered

question why certain group people interact first place assert

community interaction therefore build community need merely bring

people interaction sounds like proverbial people isolated tropical island

wanted contact outside world laid small runway

sat back waiting planes land hand action follows quite naturally

deeply rooted value structure

wilkinsonsWilkinsons theory community might defended grounds

discussion community field still allows goals emotion however I1 do

believe adequately justified seems reflect problems theories

community try include much single concept effectiveness

becomes much reduced I1 do find process interrelated action substantially

different interrelated action itself both intangibles furthenburthenfurthermorenore use

61 community61community contradictory still occasion uses term merely refer

locality juxtaposes community commonly believed relevant
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boundaries fieldafield1field1 presents being boundless finally does

address issue cultural differences therefore I1 still find wilkinsonsWilkinsons community

theory inadequate

meaning solidarity comicommonnon notion term ephraim supports

my bias here affective commitment purpose I1 consider essential

element meaning community wilkinson perhaps understood did

spell observations community insisted

essential ingredient community social interaction social interaction
delineates territory community locale provides associations
comprise local society gives structure direction processes
collective action source community identity substance
community social interaction wilkinson 199113

residents ephraim saw community wilkinson did defined interaction

minority view fact majority meaning

community yet I1 cannot help think great majority americans do

think community think something desirable like

motherhood apple pie mothers incompetent apple pies go stale

still favor institution positive evaluative judgment means

community merely locus action something else drives

method used study appear appropriate identify driving

forces operating particular community cultural environment respecting actors

ability define articulate own subjective reality both appropriate

useful informant narratives particularly useful articulating value structures

providing original interpretations local events issue local value structures

evidence clearly weighted favor centrality family religion
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identity mormon villagers take these values away I1 do believe

amount type interaction interaction even sustained without being built

upon value structure maintain current sense identity these people hold

FUTURE RESEARCH

appear several potential avenues further research mormon

village primary full replication nelsonsbelsonsNelsons methodology

researcher advantage access original survey sheets first ephraim

survey full replication additional ethnographies american fork

escalante allow evaluation contrasts between different social

settings three villages how residents each village responded

them

research ephraim itself suggests several substantive

areas explored town beyond scope present

research project these include religious tension both within LDS church

between denominations racial ethnic differences gender inequality

adolescent socialization mormon village

further research might challenge my selection study site I1 conducted

study center mormon culture zone assuming mormon culture

clear least stronger mormon heartland assumption

already questioned lowry nelson himself thomas odea 195538

observed work rimrock isolation peripheral location appear

deepen make important ties rimrock rest mormondom
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nelson comment attached end odeas paper observed

may reasons phenomenon may point importance

geography rimrock sees salt lake city religious symbol

political symbol do escalante ephraim american fork rimrock moving

village means moving gentiles while nelsonsbelsonsNelsons utah mormon

villages mormon villages nearby hence living midst non

mormonscormonsMormons people rimrock doubt regard themselves show window

mormonism therefore likely notably conformists traditional

mormon values odea 195539

end twentieth century great majority mormonscormons live

distance core region mormon culture does mean mormon

heartland worth studying utah represents reference culture mormonism

culture others same status group varying local traditions meaningfully

take account however without question experience being mormon

different elsewhere ways different explored part

reason may few places mormonscormons conveniently clustered together

study another part reluctance ofldsoflasLDS church headquarters release

membership records researcher draw representative sample

unusual researchers formal organizations trouble obtaining membership

lists many organizations restrict access legal security reasons those

obtain representative sample mormonscormons outside mormon west including

even outside united states canada home much misunderstood half

mormonscormonsMormons meaning role mormon values presents intriguing area
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research nelson odea correct mormonscormons traditional

value structures live places like st louis seattle sao paolo stockholm making

places like these potentially valuable research sites understanding mormon culture

finally research identified possibility mormonmonnon claim knowledge

mormonscormons seem provide narratives decision making includes irrational

element does conflict rationality even supports seem

expect select group mostly active mormonscormons understand

communication based upon assumptions knowledge system whilewallievav4 lile

evidence support further investigation perhaps using type

experimental design seem appropriate further understand claim

FUTURE MORMON VILLAGE

ephraim problems these problems small town suffers

greatly segregation linguistic ability consequently ethnicity national

origin religion economic class I1 place language problem first local

population cannot begin address problems faces unless means

derive common understanding shared social setting plan

action dealing ephraim norms action handle social difference

cannot put them practice inadequately informed nature problem

how promotes human suffering

ephraim needs common language I1 am particular just

language should spanish english japanese norwegian

ephraimitesEphraimites do need choose 1 I raise issue learning language full

recognition cannot leamlearn foreign language unless learns culture
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created sustains language reason I1 am particular language

becomes local language solidarity I1 know research shows

community must necessarily speak language opposed language

order successful however since cultural value systems depend upon shared

sense meaning follows must means sharing meaning

others

probably easier english speaking ephraimitesEphraim ites receive formal

training spanish spanish speaking ephraimitesEphraimites receive formal training

english provide english majority advantage knowing two

principal languages united states help them think terms alternate

social possibilities increase capacity empathize others different

socioculturalsocio cultural background long term these skills critical dominant group

equality significance

hand spanish speaking residents much gain learning

english regretfully cannot assume dominant groups always take whatever

action necessary make sure minority groups included even

ephraimitesEphraimites leamlearn spanish order communicate them spanish speaking

ephraimitesEphraimites dealings groups entities elsewhere united

states likely fall back social quarantine integration larger

socioeconomicsocio economic life country requires both cooperation dominant group

effort part minority group lattersbatterslatters effort begins learning

dominant language then continues acquiring education skill discipline
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question though whether ephraimsephraimeEphraims spanish speaking minority

resources perform part cooperative endeavor

present research shown ephraimitesEphraimites share common value structures

greater extent perhaps even realize tremendous asset

diverse local group first debate priorities before even consider

action resolve social problems people ephraim strong history

cooperative action resolve previous problems faced speaks well

potential outcomes present situation wait see how ephraimitesEphraimites answer

latest challenges
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ENDNOTES

I1 I1 regret using culture perhaps little bit too loosely like community

culture becomes quite problematic attempt precise definition

limitations present paper prevented me fully exploring concept

2 completion full replication mormon village series fits within larger

research agenda mormon culture village life social change program might

appropriate me conduct point future since disciplinary norms

discourage ethnographic research without commitment study population beyond

single research project

3 three individuals mentioned thesis having significance

projects findings methodology two T lynn smith nathan whetten

each these research assistants lowry nelson during original mormon

village studies although both became noted rural sociologists neither maintained

research interests mormon villages both chose instead focus research efforts

various aspects latin america third individual lucille J butler

completed masters thesis ephraim folklore time second mormon

village series what I1 found significant discussion methods

particularly important since nelson explicit detailing methods research

several pieces written ephraim these largely histories

lesser utility present work

4 agrees shepherd shepherds 1986132 finding consistently

high preference mormon authorities positive admonition prescription every
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generation preference increases time mormon leaders always

urged practical materialistic socially committed religious life members

I51 missionary farewell mormon worship service sacrament meeting

missionary usually young man sometimes young woman mature

couple invited speak often along members members family

typically held missionary received notification assignment

before actually leaving home fulfill

6 enough non mormonscormons now live mormon west enough mormonscormons

now live elsewhere uncommon missionary called serve

mission utah dichotomy illustrated calling utah zion world outside

utah mission field become archaic colloquialism since utah now

part mission field use mission field geographical expression still

hangs among cultural hard liners though example how traditional

mormon world views change thirty years

7 contrasts fairlystrictfairly strict cooperation even informally

imposed upon rimrock community fifty years ago decided upgrade

roads decisions whether how upgrade made within religious

structure democratically man objected soon

silenced much poorer man invoked mormon values progress cooperation

pledged give 25 dollars 5 dollars above norm vogt odea

195527
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I81 my selection 1850 base year itself somewhat arbitrary copenhagen

1705 undoubtedly same copenhagen 1850 yet both

scandinavian

I91 mormon culture holds kind three tiered hierarchy religious structures

owned church those given respect temples nearest temple

ephraim located manti seven miles south second tier occupied

tabernacles almost exclusively found mormon west these historic structures

regional significance often now used conferences major cultural events

third tier include chapels regular weekly services weekday activities

held since ephraim temple tabernacle culturally significant

religious structure town
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APPENDIX 1 CONSENT FORM FACE SHEET INTERVIEW
GUIDE
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CONSENT RESEARCH SUBJECT

study follow classic community study performed
sociologist lowry nelson 1925 surveyed households ephraim utah
interviewed several residents nelson did resurvey town 1950

followupfollow work ephraim study since then study being
conducted todd goodsell graduate student sociology brigham young
university you selected participation you currently resident
ephraim

your participation study consist interview two parts
first you complete data sheet data sheet ask signature
indicates your voluntary consent participate study ask basic
information your background used comparative purposes second

interview you asked series questions your community what
like what your experience how you feel

4.4 right wrong answers these questions what true you
following interview you may contacted again clarify expand upon earlier
response

participating study does expose you known risk rule studies
nature identity particular respondents obscured research reports

answers anonymous however those already knowledge
respondents circumstances may able identify source particular statements
you feel uncomfortable question you may chose answer you may
terminate interview time known benefits you participation

study however your assistance help those interested community
development better understand strengths challenges communities general

small towns particular copy final thesis donated ephraimsephraimeEphraims
public library

you question regarding research project you may contact todd
goodsell 800 SWKT PO box 25547 provo UT 84602552784602 5527 phone 801 3783392378 3392

you questions regarding your rights participant research project you may
contact dr carol ward chair department human subjects review committee
800 SWKT PO box 25547 provo UT 84602554784602 5547 phone 801 3783047378 3047

thank you very much your help
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FAFACECE SHEET

interview number
interview date

interview place

consent
I1 read understood received copy consent form voluntarily
agree participate study accept benefits risks relating
study

date
your signature

signature witness

please answer each item best you needed you may write back
paper

I11 your name printed

2 sex female male

3 age

4 RaceRacelraceyraceethnicityracelethnicityEthnicity

5 current addressdyress

6 past residence list places lived you lived

city state country dates residence
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7 current occupation

8 pastpaypas occupations

9 education list schools attended location school dates graduation
name school city state country graduation date

10 current religious affiliation

11 past religious affiliations

12 volunteer ctivitiesactivitiesactivities

1311 family list members your familyeanfannily live ephraim indicate tlleir
relationship you place check mark actually live you

name relationship you
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INTERINTERVIEWVIEW GUIDE

1 tell me your family you married how long children
grandchildren now your household where do members
your family live where you raised your roots sanpete county

2 how do you spend your time typical day typical week

3 how you describe community you belong how changed
why

4 what kinds community organizations activities do you participate
how often your participation now different what previously
how your participation affected your view community

5 what do you like living around here what you like change

6 what kinds things concern you future your
community

7 do you feel like you part ofephraimephraim people live around
here dont really fit people groups people ephraim

make you feel uncomfortable you around them

8 people ephraim strong sense responsibility what
like how do you think got sense responsibility

9 do you know people look others very much what
examples you seen you know

10 people whom you feel common purpose identity whom
why what like you them what like youre

11 what matters you how your life different respondents
answer

12 applicable see face sheet 66. how does community feeling ephraim
compare cities youve lived

13 what do you think snow college what relationship town
ephraim
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14 debate sociology meaning community
name geographical interactionist interest value identity affect based

theories these describes your experience community

15 briefly outline nelsonsbelsonsNelsons work especially assertion solidarity
declined lacked definition solidarity what solidarity does
exist here ephraim

16 before I1 leave ephraim do you think I1 really need talk understand
what going here
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